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Every Pool’s...

Perfect Finish

NEW Systems & Features
LED button controls
Above ground options
Improvements on structures

FEATURING:

NEW COLOURS

•

Even more competitively priced

•

2-4 week lead time

•

New LED illuminated IP68 press
button cover controls

Exclusive to Ocea this metallic blue adds a rich shimmer to your pool
with the added benefit of Solar Slat Condensation Mask (SSCM) that
reduces the appearance of internal condensation

•

New improved fully adjustable frames
& structures

Meadow Haze (Transparent or Solar)

•

Edge bench deck mount available in
softwood and hardwood finishes

•

New service to clad deck-mounted
bench with customers’ choice of wood

•

New commercial option for single
pool mounted bench up to 12m pool
width

Midnight Blue

Giving a bright summer feeling to your pool with the bonus of solar
heating when used on an outdoor pool – this is a new exclusive
available from Ocea also available in a transparent version for indoor
pools.
Onyx Black
A high gloss black finish with a 2% transparency to allow for solar heating,
suitable for indoor or outdoor pools.

Ocea UK | 01993 707910 | info@oceacovers.com
SPS Cover_Oct2018 MAN SWIMMER VERSION.indd 2
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Glide
New & Improved For 2018

The ‘Glide’ pool safety cover systems puts safety and security first, without
compromising quality and reliability
Glide is an essential part of any pool to give you peace of mind
• Uses proven materials and technology
• Available with a variety of aluminium track options including top or flush
track for retro installations plus a complete solution for the discrete under
coping installation
• Mounting options for both top/above ground or pit/flush mounted covers
that can include bench or pit covers
• Unrivalled support from design through to installation from Ocea.

Reliability l Safety l Service l Security
3-11_SPS_Oct2018.indd 3
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Pollet Pool Group
Supporting Pool Builders and Retailers
POLLET POOL PACKAGE OPTIONS FEATURING AQUADECK

Our PPG Comfort Package combines five top products. Together with
our Aquadeck® covers this package offers a total solution for your
pool installation. Top quality, performance and a reasonable price.

The PPG Luxury package combines five of our most exclusive
products, all of which excel at their range. Each product carries a
unique quality and is supported by a renowned brand.

PPG Pump

PPG Filter

PPG Deluxe Pump

PPG Deluxe Filter

Reliable, quiet and a 5-year
warranty on the motor resin.

Filter with an unbeatable
value for money.

A revolutionary design
powered by Speck,
exclusive to PPG.

Exclusive filter made out of the
best materials in collaboration
with Waterco.

Eco Heater+

Pool Relax

PPG Inverter +

Pool Manager

Affordable, quiet and
extremely reliable.

Premium Bayrol dosing system
of the highest quality.

The first swimming pool heat
pump with full-Mitsubishi
inverter compressor.

Innovative technology
with a chic design.

Aquadeck pool cover
Stylish, technologically advanced and a guarantee of safety.

THINK GLOBALLY ACT LOCALLY
Contact us for unique package benefits
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T: 01635 227999
E: sales@polletpoolgroup.co.uk
Swimming Pool Scene COMMERCIAL
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Welcome
Swimming Pool Scene is brought to you by:
Editor: Christina Connor
Business Development: Beth Connor
Feature writers: Ashleigh Bissett,
Karen Cotton, Meg Fisher
Accounts: Adrian Frampton
Art Editor: Nicki Newman
Web Editor: Luke Mowatt
On-line and Print Support: Rebecca Connor
Swimming Pool Scene is published by
Waterland Media Ltd, Waterland House,
The Warren, Witchford, Ely, CB6 2HN
Tel. +44 (0)1353 666663
Fax +44 (0)1353 666664
www.poolandspascene.com
Neither Waterland Media Ltd nor
Swimming Pool Scene magazine accept
any liability for views expressed, pictures
used or claims made by advertisers.
LEGAL NOTICE: No part of this publication may
be reproduced without prior permission of the
copyright holder, Waterland Media Ltd.
While every effort has been made to ensure the
accuracy of the content printed in Swimming
Pool Scene, we welcome your comments,
suggestions, or complaints about errors that
warrant correction. Please email your feedback
to info@thewaterlandgroup.com

We are already working on the December and
February editions of Swimming Pool
Scene magazine.
Please ensure materials for consideration reach
us by 1st of each month preceding publication.
Please contact us for a forward features
list or to discuss your ideas.

It has been a frenzied 2018 season for the pool industry. Long days and typically seven-day working
weeks were necessary to keep pace with demand and maximise the precious gift of a long and hot
summer season.
The sizzling temperatures also triggered more interest in home swimming than we have seen for some
years. Many companies report that they are now booked up to and past summer next year.
It is time to take the pace down a gear and lift heads to plan
for the winter and even more importantly, seasons to come.
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So what better timing than for the arrival of a bumper
October issue of Swimming Pool Scene, packed with news,
project and product information which is sure to stimulate
those creative business brain cells.
Look out for a packed menu of promotions to stimulate
the forward-thinking business folk among us. Already the
staple diet of commercial pools, we hear how automatic
dosing is becoming the water treatment method of
choice for more residential pool projects.
So often just an after-thought, we urge you to explore
the potential of wellness with its host of design ideas.
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of course is essential to build core skills in the
Pools
swimming pool world. Important then that we hear
ABOVE:
how ISPE and PWTAG have clarified advice on pool plant Welcome to your super-sized October edition.
operator training and how agencies are working to combat
the national shortfall in qualified swimming teachers.

We learn so much from each other, so don’t miss out on the industry’s biggest networking event.
Bigger and better even than before, the UK Pool & Spa Awards returns to The Vox at Birmingham’s NEC
on Monday December 10.
We look forward to seeing you there,

Email your news and print
quality images to:
info@thewaterlandgroup.com

CHRISTINA CONNOR
Editor

On-Site
Pool Linings Ltd
• We guarantee our material for 10 years
• We provide a free consultation advice service
• We are the Sole UK Distributors for delifol
• We have a wide range of colours, patterns &
decorative borders
On-Site Pool Linings Ltd
Tel 01709 542128 | Email office@on-sitepoollinings.com
www.on-sitepoollinings.com
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IN EXTREME SILENCE
It’s an inverter age

10 times quieter ---Neighbour friendly
Average noise is 10dB lower than a normal On/Off Heat Pump.

Full-inverter Technology
COP up to 15 at Air 260C / Water 260C / Humidity 80%
Average COP is 11 during the swimming season
( based on above figures )

7 years warranty on the compressor & Titanium heat
exchanger
2 years parts warranty
New

New touch controller for 2018

Tel 01293 546 126 / 01268 273 040
Fax 01293 528 442 / 01268 273 041
email info.uk@scppool.com
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The Winning
Combination

AstralPool UK Offering the personal touch
locally backed by the visibility & credibility of
Fluidra globally.

Supporting you with the best products and the
extensive technical know-how across the water
leisure and wellness sectors.
Call today and tell us how we can best
become part of your Project Team.
Tel: 01329 514000
Email: sales@astralpool.co.uk
catalogues.astralpool.com.uk
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Setting Pool Plant Record Straight

ABOVE: Pool plant operator training does not have to be PWTAG-accredited.

Since the publication of the Swimming Pool Water book by the

speaker replied: “Training does not have to be PWTAG-accredited.”

PWTAG in November 2017, there has been some confusion with

ISPE-endorsed pool plant operator training providers are:

regard to the suitability of ISPE-Endorsed Pool Plant Operator

•

Studies in Work

training courses.

•

PALM Academy

•

Flowman Leisure

to try to remove some of this misunderstanding concerning

•

Leisure Safety Training

training accreditation: “The 2017 edition of Swimming Pool Water

All of these training providers have confirmed to the ISPE

The following statement has been issued by the PWTAG

recommends that pool operator training should be: ‘suitable and

Council of Management that their training is kept up-to-date and

sufficient’ and should be accredited by the Pool Water Treatment

is amended, as required, on a continuous basis, to reflect lead body

Advisory Group (PWTAG).
“Accreditation shows that the training meets the requirements
of the Code of Practice. To clarify, training that is to the same
standard as PWTAG’s, but is not formally endorsed by PWTAG, may
also be suitable and sufficient.
“In such circumstances, pool managers should satisfy themselves

guidance and new Regulations and Standards that are introduced,
including but not limited to, the new PWTAG CoP and the new
PWTAG book.
Therefore, all ISPE-endorsed pool plant operator training can be
recommended to meet pool plant training needs and keep pools
compliant with current guidelines.

that the training provided incorporates the information in PWTAG’s
training syllabus. It can of course include additional material.”

WELL-ESTABLISHED
While the PWTAG may recommend that all pool operator
training for (public) pools be PWTAG-accredited, there are a number
of other well-established training providers that are suitably
experienced in delivering pool plant operator training that are not
PWTAG accredited and are not required to be so.
This was confirmed in answer to a question at the CIMSPA
Conference in Kenilworth, in February this year, when an HSE

ABOVE: ISPE has been providing training to the pool and spa industries
since 1978.
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Red Carpet Industry Celebration

ABOVE: The UK Pool & Spa Awards has earned itself an unrivalled reputation promoting individual companies and the industry as a whole.
a late surge of entries, this year’s awards are shaping into one of the
Eight times world record holder, over a career spanning 23 years,
most hotly-contested yet.
Mark Foster is the VIP guest at the much anticipated 2018 UK Pool &
“Noticeable trends are the number of top-end luxury pool projects
Spa Awards presentations.
with the highest technical specification and jaw-dropping design,”
The swimming superstar is looking forward to meeting the people
comments Christina. “As always the judges will be facing the daunting
who build and run some of the country’s most prestigious swimming
task of awarding points and deciding the winners.”
pools at the business networking event at The Vox, part of World
Awards are presented at gold, silver and bronze levels with trophies
Resort’s at Birmingham’s NEC.
for category winners. On-line voting, which accounts for 40 per cent
Covering both residential and commercial water leisure sectors, the
UK Pool and Spa Awards are open to the entire water leisure industry,
regardless of trade association affiliation. The event has an unrivalled
reputation for delivering marketing boosts not just for individual
businesses but for the industry as a whole.
“The Awards have evolved, year on year, driven by the enthusiastic
support of the industry,” comments Christina Connor, Managing
Director of event organiser, Waterland Media.
“The event continuously innovates, adding new categories and
fresh ideas to recognise and promote as many companies as possible
involved in the provision of water leisure both at home and abroad,”
she added.
More than 200 people will be heading for the presentation
ceremony at The Vox conference centre, part on Monday December
10th all hoping for success.
This year’s list of competition entrants read like a who’s who of
ABOVE: The UK Pool & Spa Awards is the biggest business networking
the pool industry elite who are competing for an array of titles. With
event of the year for the water leisure industry

10
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ABOVE: Mark Foster is the VIP guest at this year’s awards.

of the overall result is now open and runs until Monday October
22nd. Voting by judges – made up of industry representatives and
professionals from all over the world, accounts for 60 per cent of the
vote and closes a week later. Finally, an expert jury will examine the

The UK Pool & Spa Awards are possible thanks to the
generosity of our competition sponsors. You can meet them
and learn about their products and services at the UK Pool &
Spa Awards.

ABOVE: The competition has already earned itself an unrivalled
reputation for providing winning companies with a major marketing boost.
results with the winners being announced at the Awards presentation
on Monday December 10th.
www.ukpoolandspaawards.co.uk
Log on to www.ukpoolandspaawards to see this year’s entrants and
to cast your vote.

JUST THE TICKET
Tickets for the 2018 UK Pool & Spa Awards will be allocated
on a first come, first served basis and posted out prior to the
event.
A complete sell-out last year, tickets for the 2018 UK Pool &
Spas Awards are now available and selling fast.
The business networking event is being held once again, by
popular request, at The Vox, located within Resorts World at
the NEC in Birmingham.

Become our O-care dealer

Tickets cost: £66 per person with discounts offered for
multiple tickets. Table bookings of ten are also available.
The ticket price includes drinks and canapés on arrival and a
two-course buffet dinner.

Log on to www.ukpoolandspaawards to check ticket
www.ukpoolandspaawards.co.uk
Join our growing network and boost your customer experience
and turnover with great margin.

availability.

Benefit from an array of customised tools to increase sales and
customer support, go to: www.o-care.com/uk/become-a-dealer
Quote O-Care Retailer: James Hallett
“O-Care offers a great experience for both us as a retailer and our customers.
Through auto-dispatch contracts we have an ongoing relationship with our
customer base which has secured regular repeat business and revenue.”
James Hallett / Owner Happy Hot Tubs (6 Showrooms in the South of England)

3-11_SPS_Oct2018.indd 11
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Water Savings For Hotel Group
World Leisure (UK) Ltd is set to reduce water
consumption at four pools in the Village Hotel
group by an estimated 1.4 km3 (1,388m3) per year,
providing significant water bill savings annually
across the sites.
The use of regenerative media systems, fitted
in Glasgow, Aberdeen, Edinburgh and Portsmouth,
still meet PWTAG (Pool Water Treatment Advisory
Group) guidance but save water by eliminating the
need to backwash.
“Comparatively, the regenerative filters
incorporate about ten times the filter area of a
similar-sized sand filter and the particles removed
from the water are retained on the surface of
fabric covered flex tubes,” explains World Leisure
managing director Simon Smith.
“With the regenerative filters, simply emptying
the vessel releases the particles collected during the filter cycle.”
Simon adds: “A further benefit of regenerative filters is the space saving, reducing construction costs on new builds and easing
retrofitting on existing plantrooms.”
World Leisure
Tel. 01772 284883
www.worldleisureuk.co.uk.
SPLASH ECHA Half Page Ad AW.qxp_Layout 1 10/09/2018 14:33 Page 1

SPLASH!

is now
authorised
under ECHA
biocidal
regulations
For details on our full Splash
Pool & Spa Chemical range
please contact the sales
desk on 01233 841 855
12

A&R Products (South East) Ltd
Europa House, Pivington Mill,
Pluckley, Kent, TN27 0PG

www.arproducts.co.uk
Tel: 01233 841 855
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Now fully authorised under
ECHA Biocidal Product
Regulations.

For more info on Clear’n’Clean call MSI now on +44 (0)1825 790524
An MSI product - England

12_21_SPS_oct2018.indd 13

Mineral Supplies International Ltd, RH17 7AR, England E sales@mineralsi.com www.mineralsi.com
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Industry Mourns Loss Of Beloved Poolies

ABOVE: Derek Harrigan, of Pools and Gardens was a founder member of
the National Leisure Group.

Members of the National Leisure group of companies were
joined by many representatives from the pool industry, as
they attended the recent funeral of Pools and Garden’s Derek
Harrigan, 88.
A much-loved father and grandfather, Derek founded and ran
Pools and Gardens from the family’s Worcestershire farm since
1973, moulding the company into one of the oldest and most
respected swimming pool companies in the UK.

FOUNDER MEMBER
Known for his energy and dedicated hard work, Derek was a
founder member of National Leisure in 1989, holding the post of
chairman for several years.
Rob Bateman, of Rio Pools, spoke on behalf of many of
Derek’s friends in the industry.

“I am sure some of you
have fond memories of his
wicked sense of humour and
the way he loved to wind
people up,” said Rob. “You
have so much around you to
keep Derek’s memory alive,”
Rob told Derek’s wife, Jan, his
daughters Jo and Jane and
other family members.
Also in the Midlands,
Merlin Pools Mike Ames,
recently lost a brave battle
with motor neurone disease.

CHILDREN’S HOME

ABOVE: Mike Ames founded
Merlin Swimming Pools in the
Seventies.

Mike’s early childhood years were spent in a Dr Barnado’s
Children’s Home. He was later fostered by a loving family who
gave him a wonderful start in life.
Mike’s company, Merlin Swimming Pools, is celebrating 40
years of successful trade, four decades in which Mike supported
by his wife, Vicky, built up a strong customer and supplier base,
including the council, high profile clients, and international
organisations, many of whom regarded as friends.
Mike considered himself lucky enough to employ successful
and loyal members of staff, in particular Jean Smith. Merlin
Leisure Pools continues to trade as Mike’s daughter Sophy takes
the reins to continue his legacy. Mike also leaves a son, Mark
and daughter, Hilary.

Sad Loss Is Deeply Felt Around The World
Management and staff of the BAYROL Group have been deeply affected by the
unexpected death of Bernd Rothfuss after a short and fatal illness.
Bernd, 69, who is survived by his wife Ingrid and four children, had been a popular
managing director of the BAYROL group from 1994 to 2010.
“We owe everything to Bernd Rothfuss,” commented Daniel Ricard, current BAYROL
managing director who took over the reins when Bernd retired in June 2010. “Bernd
was the one who imagined BAYROL as it is today, as he carried out the necessary steps
to transform a traditional family business into a modern European Group and a leader
in its market.
“Bernd had the righteousness of a man who always put the company’s interests
ABOVE: Former BAYROL managing director,
Bernd Rothfuss will be sadly missed.

14

before his own, and was always faithful to his principles and to his collaborators,”
Daniel added.
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1968 - 2018

Years of passion
and innovation

automatic pool covers
Quality that floats ®
since 1968

www.oase.be | info@oase.be
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The new retrofit model of HydroStar. Quick and
easy installation by means of a mounting bracket
that is individually fabricated for every pool
Exclusively available in the UK through Ocea UK
Ocea UK l Tel. 01993 707910 l www.hydrostar-binder.de
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Compass Casts Eye Over Love Island

ABOVE: Parties and pools are not always a winning combination, warns Compass Pools.

Compass Pools UK Technical Director Alex Kemsley has been

“When bathing in the hot sun for an extended period of time,

taking a closer look at the leisure facilities the contestants in this

this can feel chilly, especially if the contestants decide on a night-

year’s Love Island reality tv series were enjoying.

time swim, when the air temperature will sit at a brisk 18 degrees,

As the largest swimming pool designer and installer in the UK,
Compass Pools UK’s attention was immediately drawn to the pool

Alex says.
“Most public pools, for comparison as they are heated, sit at a

and hot tub facilities of the hit ITV series, rather than the drama and

balmy 30 degrees, with a couple of degrees making a big difference

the hijinks of the Love Island residents.

to how a bather perceives temperature.

Alex said, “We’re all big fans of Love Island, so we thought it
might be fun to run our eyes over the facilities the participants
have this year.
“The pool is a nice design – but it isn’t an infinity pool,” he points
out. “The hot tub could become an issue if it’s wasn’t properly
maintained, and the more people are in it, the harder the filter has
to work, so we might have seen some unpleasant developments
there.”
The pool featured in Love Island is actually a regular-style pool
with an overflow or ‘Weir Edge’. The pool itself is approximately 20m
x 5m, giving a bathing capacity of around 40 people, which was
more than enough room for the Love Island participants, no matter
what they get up to.

FULLY CLOTHED
Alex again: “As with most pools in Southern Europe, it is most

CHILLY WEATHER
“In the UK – with our unpredictable and often chilly weather –
most outdoor pools are heated,” he adds. “Utilising air-source heat
pumps or solar-powered covers, heating an outdoor pool in the UK
costs around £5 a day – something the producers of Love Island
don’t have to budget for!”
The other option available to the denizens of Love Island was
the hot tub. Compass Pools UK estimates it to be a five or six-seater
affair, made from domestic acrylic.
With limited space, the tub could easily be overwhelmed by a
combination of bodies, sun cream and those ever-present gold
stickers. Domestic hot tubs are usually designed for daily use
by a couple of people, and cartridge filters keep the water clean
and sanitary. “With over-use, the Love Islanders could have seen
themselves swimming in an unpleasant soup if the tub was not

likely unheated, which may be why Georgia exhorted everyone to

regularly maintained,” points out Alex.

jump in fully-clothed.

Compass Pools UK

With a daytime temperature of around 28 degrees Celsius, the
daytime pool temperature will top out at around 26 degrees.

Tel. 0333 255 7792
www.compass-pools.co.uk
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Maximum Savings

Vital Filter Choice

This inverter-driven heat pump offers
15% more energy efficiency than
standard heat pumps, at minimal
additional cost.
Ideal for pools up to 65m³ in volume
it offers all-season pool heating as it
can operate down to -5 degrees. It also
benefits from extremely quiet operation
thanks to the inverter compressor. As part of the successful Bosta range of heat pumps, it
offers unrivalled performance at a competitive price, whilst still being offered with a full
two year parts and labour warranty. Look out for end of season offers available.
Bosta UK
Tel. 01284 716580
www.bosta.co.uk

The Endurance bobbin-wound sand filter’s
fibreglass reinforced tank is still the most popular
standard in the
industry. With
UV-resistant
surface finish, it
is able to operate
under prolonged
sunlight for years of
reliability.
The transparent
lid is designed for
easy inspection of the sand bed - without using
any tool - which makes the maintenance much
easier!
Other great benefits include:
• Versatile usage - domestic or commercial in /
above ground or hot tubs
• Universal standard of union connection provided
• Built to last for years of reliability
• Easy inspection and maintenance
Order yours NOW...while stocks last!
Plastica Pools
Tel. 01424 857857
www.plasticapools.net

Shower Drainage
The DallFlex shower drainage system from Dallmer offers
a great amount of choice and flexibility for swimming
pool areas. It can accommodate a wide range of shower
channels so that options can be tailored to individual taste
and budget.
The stainless steel shower channels are available in
traditional matte or polished surfaces, as well as with
additional PVD coatings. DallFlex has made a simple task of cleaning the shower channel
– a major plus for hygiene and comfort. The channel is simply wiped clean and any dirt in
the fully removable trap insert can be quickly rinsed off without any fuss.
Dallmer Ltd
Tel. 01787 248244
www.dallmer.com

At Your Fingertips
The leading manufacturer of steam generators,
HygroMatik, has extended its spa product offering
with spa touch control.
An optional upgrade for electrode and heater
type steam generators, the fixed 5” display makes
it easy to adjust the temperature, fragrance and
lighting of a steam bath.
Ideal for private and suite spas, the control layout can be adjusted according
to your needs. Notification errors and alerts indicate when the steam generator
requires servicing, this means increased reliability.
The display’s IP65 enclosure protects against dust and powerful jets of water
and is also resistant to scratches and abrasion.
Hygromatik
Tel. 02380 443 127
www.hygromatik.com
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Reliable Results
Keeping your
photometer
calibrated and in
good condition
is essential to
ensure that
it is testing
accurately and
your results are
correct.
Even the greatest accuracy and all best
practices in water analysis are null and void if the
instrument is not functioning correctly. Keeping
the photometer clean and well serviced will also
ensure its longevity.
Generally, we would recommend an annual
service or immediately should you notice that
some results don’t seem to be displaying correctly.
Take us up on our offer of 10% off your next
calibration or service.
Simply quote ‘Autumn Offer’ when booking it in.
Lovibond Tintometer
Tel. 01908 664800
www.lovibondwater.com
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Convenient Flat Pack

Bright Lights

The next brand
development of Jolly
Gel Pool Flocculent will
be launched in 2019
when Mineral Supplies
International (MSI)
introduces a flat pack version of the product. The well-established Jolly Gel
carton design does not change. The new flat pack means it will be cheaper
to post individual packs to customers. The attractive dark blue flat pack
also has great shelf appeal for walk-in customers to pool retail shops. Jolly
Gel is renowned for quickly restoring pool water back to sparkling clear
condition. This popular flocculent eliminates phosphates and removes even
the finest microscopic particles of debris from pools.
MSI
Tel. 01825 790 524
www.mineralsi.com

LED technology has made great advances in the past few
years and electronic components that run on DC have
taken over, as they are far more efficient and cheaper to
run.
The new LumiPlus DC PAR56 V1 & V2 range bring a
reduction in potential
failures as lights are
less affected by voltage
drops and power packs
are not exposed to
power surges.
In addition to
top quality lighting,
Lumiplus offer better
quality and distribution
of light with no
shadows of light spots
– the lights can be
used for better colour
diffusion and efficiency (+19 per cent versus the current
range, LumiPlus LED 1.11 + Transformer)
For installations of three or more lights,
a single powerpack can be supplied.

Product of the Year

LD !
OR T
W IRS
F

The new FlexLine series of steam generators by HygroMatik has won
the prestigious Plus X Award for Product of the Year 2018.
The Plus X Award’s has seven seals of approval by which products are
judged. FlexLine was awarded three seals for high quality, ease of use and
functionality, making it the most awarded product of those participating.
Adaptable to any steam scenario, FlexLine can be used in spa and
wellness facilities to produce the optimum steam output and temperature
needed.
HygroMatik is at Build2Perfrom, London, 27-28 Nov. Visitors to stand
321 can to find out more about
FlexLine and HygroMatik’s
range of steam solutions.
HygroMatik
Tel. 02380 443127
www.hygromatik.com

Insulated Safety Covers

Pioneered by Paramount Pools, we are the ﬁrst company to manufacture
a thermal safety cover for the Aquamatic Safety Cover System. Working in
close connection with Therma-Float® and
independently tested by HSTTS laboratories
we are able to offer two types of thermal
blanket; THERMO-FOIL for domestic pools
and THERMO-SPA for hydrotherapy pools or
swim spas
Paramount Pool Products Ltd
Tel. 01256 748380
www.paramountpools.co.uk

AstralPool UK
Tel. 01329 514 000
www.astralpool.co.uk

Unmissable Glide
An irresistible
addition to your
swimming pool
cover portfolio,
the Glide is a
high-quality
pool cover that
puts safety
and security
first without
compromising on
quality, design or
reliability.
Fast and easy
to open and close,
the Glide is an essential part of any home pool to give
added peace of mind.
The Glide is offered in a wide variety of colour
options to complement every pool environment.
A choice of installation options are available to
suit all shapes and sizes of pools both indoor and out.
Available with turnkey design to installation support
from the unrivalled Ocea stable.
Ocea UK
Tel. 01993 707910
www.oceacovers.co.uk
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WINTER
WONDER
A Waterstream client was looking for an indoor pool of high
quality but with a quick install option to reduce the build time.
So the customer opted for a Compass One Piece pool which
enables the pool shell to be installed within ten days during the
winter months – even with snow falling.
Specialising in the professional installation of Compass Ceramic
Pools® composite one-piece indoor and outdoor pools, Compass
Ceramic Pools UK is a member of the Waterstream group of
companies.
“We have forged a solid reputation for working in very close
consultation with our clients and, quite simply, turning their dreams
into reality,” says Waterstream’s Alex Kemsley.
“Rest assured, when you invest in a Compass® pool customers
will enjoy a standard of swimming pool construction and installation
that is second to none, and supported by the best guarantees in the
industry in the UK.”

20

Compass Ceramic Pools UK are the exclusive UK importer and
distributor for Compass Ceramic Pools®. Formed in Australia in 1981
by husband and wife team Ian and Kerri Mewett, Compass Ceramic
Pools® have been at the forefront of swimming pool design, utilising
the latest materials and technologies to produce a product of superior
quality and aesthetics for over 30 years.
That pioneering spirit continues to this day, some 30,000 pools
later, with manufacturing facilities in Australia, Europe and the US
producing over 3,000 pools per year. Compass Ceramic Pools® has
swimming pool companies in over 32 European countries, and boasts
a list of firsts unmatched in the industry including the world’s first
patented ceramic composite pool technology for superior quality,
durability, longevity and insulation.
Waterstream
Tel: 01444 400621
wwwwaterstream.co.uk
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PROJECT
PROFILE
Pool:
Compass Ceramic Pools
XL Trainer 110
---------------------

Pump:
Variable Speed variant
Filtration/Circulation:
Eco Pump with Cartridge Filter
and Auto Dosing
Heating:
Heat Exchanger
Environmental Control:
Recotherm air handing, all
sound proofing to reduce noise
---------------------

Budget:
£130,000
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SEE YOU IN
LYON 13-16

NOVEMBER 2018

AG

PUMP

01424 857802

01424 875858

The UK’s Leading Independent
Swimming Pool Manufacturer and Distributor

orders@plasticapools.net

www.plasticapools.net

ARGONAUT

PUMP
FULL RANGE NOW

MANUFACTURED

IN THE UK
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Praise For Teachers’ Academy
swimming lessons due to a nationwide shortage of swimming teachers.
Now leisure operators Everyone Active and Manchester-based
Trafford Leisure have teamed up with the Institute of Swimming to
ensure they appoint graduates of the Academy - highly-skilled teachers
who are ready to hit the poolside running.
The Academy gives people the chance to become a swimming
teacher for only £50 and takes them through the Swim England Level 1
Swimming Assistant (Teaching) course and Level 2 Teaching Swimming
Qualification.
In between the courses, they will work with potential future
employers to gain practical experience, benefit from CPDs to help them
develop as well as getting expert advice and support from a mentor to
ensure they have the necessary experience for the role.

TEACHER SHORTAGE

ABOVE: More than 130 people have applied to join the pilot scheme of the
Institute of Swimming’s Teachers Academy
Leisure operators have praised the innovative Institute of
Swimming’s Teachers’ Academy for helping them to recruit teachers of
the highest calibre.
More than 130 people have applied to join the pilot scheme of
the Academy in London and Manchester since it was launched by the
Institute of Swimming recently.
It’s been created as almost 400,000 people could be missing out on

Jacqui Tillman, Head of Swimming at Everyone Active, said: “It is not
acceptable that children are missing out on the opportunity to learn
a life-saving skill because of a shortage of teachers, and through our
partnership we are determined to make the vocation more accessible.
“With the Academy managing the search and recruitment of trainee
teachers, operators will be able to dedicate more time to children’s
swimming development.
“The Academy provides the ideal mix of high-grade training and
practical experience in an affordable package, giving operators peace of
mind that the swim teachers they recruit can deliver safe, high-quality
swim lessons to children of all abilities.
“We hope that more teachers will realise their full potential and
open up more opportunities for people to learn to swim.”

New Supply Partnership Confirmed

ABOVE: APG Leisure has agreed a new supply partnership.

APG Leisure has agreed a new partnership with
BECO Beermann, the global swimming accessories,
aquafitness and swimwear manufacturer, that will
see the Cheshire-based company become the official
distributor in the UK and Republic of Ireland.
“Our new partnership with BECO Beermann marks
the start of a new journey for APG Leisure and our
customers, which sees APG Leisure expanding its
marketing offering to include swimming accessories,
aquafitness equipment, training aids, leisure and
competitive swimwear, said Paul Smith, Marketing
Director of APG Leisure.
“The collaboration comes as the UK company actively
seeks to expand it’s offering within the UK and Ireland”.
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FRESH STROKES
First opened by members of the TV Gladiators in 1997, the pool
at Ribby Hall Village holiday park, Wrea Green, Lancashire, is used
by members and visitors alike. With a staff team of 25, the annual
operation bather load is somewhere between 280,000 and 300,000.
The pool underwent a major upgrade as part of a comprehensive
refurbishment by World Leisure in 2017.
The new pool features new slides including a 48m interactive
play slide. World Leisure also refurbished the splash pool and added
an interactive aqua deck play structure, with tipping buckets and
integral slides. A themed GRP toddlers’ pool links into the splash pool
via a slide or steps. World Leisure also installed a new sauna, steam
room and feature showers, with all new filtration and controls.

24

The 48m interactive play slide allows members and guests to
climb a tower to the top of the slide, which then takes them out of
the building and back inside again. The complex also has the benefit
of a lap pool which allows site to run a large swim school during
quieter periods. Boasting adjoining state-of-the-art spa and sauna
facilities, the venue has always been a popular water fun venue,
offering water slides and water play features alongside regular swim
facilities.
World Leisure
Tel: 01772 284883
www.worldleisureuk.co.uk
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PROJECT
PROFILE
Pump: Armstrong Starbloc
pumps from 11kw to 4kw
Filtration method: Neptune
Benson/Evoqua Defender Filter
Environmental Control:
Heatstar
Water Treatment: Evoqua
Ezytrol control system to
complement existing ATG
Wafer UV
Additional: Full refurbishment of
the sauna, a new salt steam room,
new feature shower with tropical
rain and arctic mist and a cold
douche bucket shower.
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RAF Support Mum’s Swim Teaching

When struggling to find suitable swimming lessons for her
child, Gaynor Duffy was inspired to train as a teacher, beginning a
career with the help of the RAF.
“My eldest son was diagnosed with Hemiplegia when he was
three years old. The consultant didn’t expect him to achieve
much, sports-wise.” Said Gaynor.
“We went to Gibraltar to visit my sister and Adam was amazing
in the pools with his cousins who were a little older than him.
“When we returned from holiday I decided to book him into
lessons, but the local pools didn’t do them for three-year-olds. I
approached RAF Henlow pool which had just been refurbished
and they offered to train me.”
Gaynor’s new career would end up taking her to Cyprus,
teaching swimming to military personnel and military school
children. Upon her return to the UK, Gaynor continued to teach,
joining the team at The Pools Swimming and Health Centre, where

she is now Swimming Co-ordinator, using her vast experience and
knowledge to drive the centre’s swim school programme.
This role has allowed Gaynor to make a difference to lives in
her local community, with one particular story having particular
resonance with her. “I had a lad a couple of years ago who wanted
to improve his swimming so he could join the Navy.” Said Gaynor.
“At the time he didn’t even like getting his face wet! He’s now
completed all his training and is a serving member of the Royal
Navy.”
Now in her 18th year of swim teaching, Gaynor is as
passionate as ever, and would recommend training to take up a
role within the Better Swim School: “They should go for it. The
hours are flexible, the activities are varied and the people you
meet are lovely, the achievements they make really lift your own
heart and make your feel good too.”

Course Combats Fear Of Water
Millions of frustrated aquaphobics are being given the chance to take back control
of their lives and overcome their fear of the water with the launch of a pioneering
new course.
The UK Academy of Swimming and drowning prevention charity The Royal Life
Saving Society UK (RLSS UK) have joined forces to launch the specialised Adult
Aquaphobia Learning Programme (AALP), which aims to give people confidence
and control in the water.
Written and created by UK Academy of Swimming and supported by the RLSS UK,
AALP is a 12-step progressive programme delivered by swimming professionals to
help people who are aquaphobic, weak or non-swimmers to overcome their fear
of water.
26

ABOVE: One in four adults have a fear of water.
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Look again.
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A new heavy duty stainless steel lid system that
hides the:
• Dividing Bond Wall
• Leading Edge Bar
• Drive Unit
Available for concrete pools only, the new ‘Hidden
Leading Edge System’ has been specifically designed
to cover the dividing wall and leading edge bar
without the need for large RSJ type support
lintels, thus reducing the ‘freeboard’ to 150mm.

COV
ERS

id you spot it? The Leaftailed Gecko sitting on
the tree? Pretty clever stuff.
We decided to take a leaf
out of his book and produce
something just as impressive.
It’s the new ‘Hidden Leading
Edge System’ - a cover system
that blends in perfectly with
the pool surround as though it
was never there.

Ask about our fabulous insulated covers too!
Sole UK Distributor: Paramount Pool
Products. To find your nearest Aquamatic
dealer or to view our online gallery visit our
website www.paramount-pools.co.uk

Visit our website to watch the video
https://bit.ly/2MgATVN
and download the latest brochure.
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Adrenaline-Pumping Waterslide
Polin Waterparks has opened the
world’s first Storm Racer Waterslide at
Aqualand Frejus in France.
Storm Racer incorporates a variety
of key features that set it apart from
every previously designed waterslide
in the industry such as unique
geometry, high capacity, a pioneering
ride configuration and an exclusive,
interactive ‘Watersplash’ feature that
ensures intense competition and blasts
of adrenaline.
Polin Waterparks and Aqualand
Frejus have partnered in groundbreaking achievements over many
years in the amusement park sector.

ABOVE: A Watersplash feature ensures intense competition and blasts of adrenaline

Significantly, Aqualand Frejus was
the first park in France to install Polin’s King Cobra waterslide.

Recreation Equipment division of the A’Design Award &
Competition in 2017.
Wilfrid Lenandeis, Director of Operations, Aspro Group,

To date, that attraction has been honoured seven times as
Europe’s Best Waterslide. And, just like King Cobra, Storm Racer
is changing the industry’s - and its guests’ - perspective on what
a waterslide experience is supposed to be thanks primarily to its
innovative integration of cutting-edge technological elements.
In addition, due to its unique design, Storm Racer was
honored as a winner in the Sports, Entertainment and

says that the addition of a Storm Racer to Aqualand Frejus
is important in ensuring the park maintains its guests’
expectations of always delivering the best entertainment. “We
know how quickly people’s interests can change, and we want to
make sure we are always top of mind when they are considering
how to spend their entertainment dollars,” he says. “We focus on
delivering an incredible experience
for the value so guests will come
back and are never disappointed.”
Because the Storm Racer slide
uses multiple family rafts running
simultaneously, the number of
guests it can accommodate is 8 x
120 riders per hour. This enables
multiple guests to share the
excitement on the riders’ side.
On the operator’s side, parks gain
the advantage of easier queue
management.
Founded in Turkey in 1976, Polin
has completed 3,000 waterpark
projects in 105 countries around
the world and is the biggest

ABOVE: The Storm Racer Waterslide at Aqualand Frejus in France.
28

waterslide supplier in Eurasia.
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Your at a glance guide to specialist
swimming pool suppliers in your area
or available on a nationwide basis.

Cresta Leisure
Cresta Leisure, in association
with Proteus UK and A&T in
Italy are delighted to offer the
most comprehensive design and
delivery service for Commercial
Pools throughout the UK.
Established in 1986 Cresta have
been installing Commercial pools
in the Holiday, Hotel and Leisure
Club Sectors for over 25 years.
The Proteus / Myrtha system is
ideal for fast track pool projects,
particularly in unstable ground
conditions or where access is a
problem.
The Myrtha RENOVACTION
system is unique and offers
existing pool operators the
opportunity to carry out major
refurbishments or pool extensions
or conversion from Freeboard to

NATIONWIDE
deck Level configuration.
All commercial pool and filtration
designs undertaken by Cresta are
to European and British Standards
and meet all demands of heavy
bather loads.
Cresta has been awarded SPATA
Pool Contractor of the year in
2012 and 2016.
Tel. 01305 259 253
simon@cresta-leisure.co.uk
www.cresta-leisure.co.uk

DG Pool & Leisure
DG Pool & Leisure has invested more than three
decades of swimming pool know-how into earning
its status as one of the UK’s number one nationwide
providers of swimming pool and spa specialist services.
Using in-house qualified commercial pool
engineers, DG’s client base includes local authorities and Trustoperated pools, health clubs, hotel chains, NHS and private hospitals,

J C Leisure

hydrotherapy pools, public and state schools covering the full

Award winning JC Leisure Solutions are the UK’s leading specialists
in swimming pool & spa service and engineering. Operating
throughout the UK and Ireland, a leisure facility is no further than 2
hours away from a qualified JCL engineer.
A typical package can include;

•F
 iltration Refurbishment and

•2
 4/7, 365 days a year helpdesk/
call out provision
•S
 ite specific planned
maintenance schedule
•B
 espoke pool operations
training – ensuring your staff
know how to operate their
facilities
•F
 REE technical help to avoid
unnecessary call out costs
JCL also offer:
•P
 ool plant refurbishment and
enhancement
Order Hotline:
01376 513246
Technical Helpline:
01376 533606
sales@jcleisuresolutions.com
www.jcleisuresolutions.com

30

spectrum of water leisure provision:

• Chemical dosing systems
•W
 ellness, sauna, steam &
hydrotherapy pools
• Balance tank cleaning
•F
 ilter media cleansing and
media change
• Water Treatment
•C
 omprehensive catalogue of
chemicals, pool/sauna/steam
products and spares
•S
 TA approved pool operations
training
www.jcleisuresolutions.com

• Balance Tank Cleaning

Enhancement

•P
 reventative Service and

•W
 ater Treatment including

Maintenance

Ozone and UV

•H
 ealth and Safety/Legal

•A
 utomatic Chemical Dosing

Compliance

Systems

• Competitive Supply of Chemicals,

•A
 ir Handling & Ducting

Pool Products & Spares

•W
 ellness, Sauna, Steam &
Tel. 01403 711581

Hydrotherapy

enquiries@dgpools.co.uk

• Filter Media Replacement

COMMERCIAL

UCTS

POOL PROD

POOL ENTRAPMENT
PROTECTION
Fitting a Vac-Alert Safety System
can prevent terrifying pool
accidents and bring peace of mind.
Contact MSI now at
sales@mineralsi.com
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World Leisure (UK) Ltd
Operating on a national scale, World Leisure (UK) Ltd offers
bespoke service and maintenance packages based on their clients’
specific requirements.
Services we cover:
• Planned Preventative 		
Maintenance Contracts
• Reactive Maintenance around
the clock
• Free Technical advice 		
& Quotation Service
• Filtration & Media 		
replacements/refurbishments
• Chemical Dosing & UV
• Biological Water Analysis
• Pipework

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Moveable Floors & Booms
Balance Tanks
Flumes & Waterplay
Leak investigation & 		
Excavation works
Diving
Tiling Work
Ladders, Grills & Grating
Lighting
Wellness Facilities
Consumable Supply

NATIONWIDE

With our latest Projects and downloadable Brochures available on
the website, World Leisures’ expertise scale the full
spectrum of Commercial Pool, Spa & Wellness operation:
•
•
•
•
•

Design and Build
Water Treatment
Environmental Control
Energy efficiency
Water Play

•
•
•
•

JAK Water Systems
JAK Water Systems have over 30 years’ broad and in-depth experience
of all water treatment solutions. Based in the Midlands, the company
offers a number of services to the pool sector including:
•C
 hemical distribution throughout equipment and spares
the UK via the Hazchem network • S
 ervice, maintenance and
•S
 upply, installation and service
breakdown cover
of all types of chemical dosing
• Training and consultancy

Water Features
Wave Machines
Moveable Floors
Spa and Wellness

World Leisure (UK) Ltd
Tel. 01772 284885 (service line)
service@worldleisureuk.co.uk
www.worldleisureuk.co.uk

JAK designed and manufactures the FlowTabII Calcium Hypochlorite
dosing system and is also the approved UK supplier of Melclorite N.X
Calcium Hypochlorite Tablets and Aqua Couleur. The company also
works closely with Evoqua Water Technologies (Wallace & Tiernan) and
Melspring International B.V.
Tel. 01789 333313
sales@jakwater.co.uk
www.jakwater.co.uk

Aquality Leisure
Aquality Leisure is a widely experienced company specialising
in a design, supply and installation service to suit individual
requirements.
From relatively modest domestic swimming pools and hotel spa
developments to commercial swimming pools, spa and hydro
pools, saunas and steam rooms, the company’s aim is to provide
a quality comprehensive service that is second to none within the
swimming pool industry.
Aquality Leisure oﬀers both pro-active and reactive servicing and
repair works at very competitive rates. Their proactive service
contracts are designed to minimise breakdowns and keep your
facility running at the optimum level; these can be tailored to suit
individual requirements.
Aquality Leisure also oﬀer a reactive call-out service that is available
24/7 and a wide range of technical information regarding design
and construction for architects and specifiers.

Aquality Leisure
Tel. 01307 490171
info@aqualityleisure.net
www.aqualityleisure.net
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Sterling Hydrotech
Pool filtration and water treatment specialists Sterling Hydrotech, have over
25 years’ of industry experience and cater for commercial clients nationwide.
The ISO 9001:2008 accredited company offers a comprehensive
package of products and services including pool plant installations and
refurbishments, repairs and preventative maintenance and servicing.
Sterling Hydrotech’s range of quality products and services includes:
• Filters & pumps
• Pipework
• UV systems
fabrication
• Chemical dosing equipment
• Dye testing
• Media replacement, glass media, • Anti-vortex grills
shot blasting and relining of
• Heat exchangers
filters
• Pool tiling
• Bulk chemical storage
• Pool covers and fixings
• Balance tank cleaning
Adopting a problem solving approach, Sterling Hydrotech provides a
bespoke and quality solution to suit the requirements of each individual
project.
Contact the team today for a no obligation conversation
about your commercial water treatment needs.
Sterling Hydrotech Ltd
Tel. 01246 857000
www.sterling-hydrotech.co.uk
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Wrightfield Pools

Barr + Wray

Wrightfield Pools is part of the Wrightfield group of companies, an
engineering business with over 30 years experience in the design and
manufacturing of stainless steel components.
The swimming pool division is responsible for the design and installation
of a range of commercial and domestic products such as moving pool
floors, booms, bulkheads and a number of other unique wet leisure
systems and features.
Wrightfield are also the exclusive sales agents for the Natare Corporation
range of pool products here in the UK. We specialise in the design,
manufacturing and installation of stainless steel pools and spas for both
commercial and domestic swimming pool projects.
Natare also provide value engineered and tailored solutions for the
construction of public and competition swimming pool facilities. We also
offer innovative renovation packages, as well as a wealth of experience in
elevated and roof top pool construction.
Wrightfield Pools’ range of specialist services includes:

With over 50 years’ experience in Swimming Pool Filtration & Water
Treatment, Barr + Wray’s Aftersales Division offer bespoke comprehensive
Service and Maintenance contracts nationwide.
Our contracts include full technical support and emergency response
services from our highly trained, qualified engineers. These engineers
are strategically positioned throughout the UK to deliver the level of
service we strive to achieve. Our contracts can be designed around your
requirements, which gives you control over the length of contract and
frequency of our visits.
We are relentless in our commitment to deliver a service which meets and

• Consultancy
• Design & Build
• Refurbishment
• Moving Pool floors

• Bespoke Stainless Steel Pools
and spas
• Bespoke Stainless Steel
Architectural Solutions

Wrightfield Pools
Tel: 01379 872800
mwatson@wrightfieldpools.co.uk
www.wrightfieldpools.co.uk

exceeds our client’s expectations throughout the UK.
Services offered include:
Pool Plant service + maintenance
Sauna + Steam room servicing
STA Pool Plant Training
Plant refurbishment
UV installation + servicing
Ozone installation + servicing
Myrtha Pool relines and repairs

-

Moveable floor servicing and
repairs
Control panel upgrades
Technical Support
Balance Tank Cleaning
Sub Aqua Services

Tel. 0141 882 9991
sales@barrandwray.com
www.barrandwray.com
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Correct Flow Engineering

With over 35 years experience in swimming pool operations,
Correct Flow offer a complete range of professional and
comprehensive pool services covering all your needs throughout
the north of England from installation, service and aftercare.
Our expertise covers both domestic and commercial clients
specifically:
•W
 ater treatment and filtration
•N
 ew build and pool upgrades
• Independent surveys
•A
 utomatic Dosing Systems
•C
 onsultancy service
•U
 V disinfection
•W
 ater Chemistry Analysis
•E
 nergy efficiency
and Advice
•S
 upply of chemicals and swim
• S ervice and maintenance
accessories
schedules
Tel. 01524 380022
info@correctflow.co.uk
www.correctflow.com
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L

SERVICES
ENGLAND &
NORTH WALES
(EXCLUDING DEVON & CORNWALL)

REGISTER

SOUTH WEST
ENGLAND

Hydrospec Ltd

RG Pools and Leisure Ltd

Offering unrivalled experience, Hydrospec provide a nationwide design,
build and refurbishment service across all aspects of commercial and
hydrotherapy pools. A one-stop source for the most up to date regulations
and operational standards, Hydrospec specialises in:

• Water Treatment
• Filter Media Replacement
• Balance Tank Cleaning
• Pool & Plant Surveys
• HSE Qualified Diving Underwater
Repair Services
at Competitive Rates
• Automatic Chemical Dosing
Systems
• Pool & Plant Room Reburbishment
• FGas Registered Air Handling &
Air Conditioning Installation and
Servicing

• Commercial pools
• Specialist SEN hydrotherapy pools
• Renovations & refurbishments
• Filtration & water treatment
• Planned preventative & reactive

• Heating & environmental controls
• Consultancy and surveys
• Design & build
• Training & education

maintenance
Tel. 01277 225416
info@hydrospec.co.uk
www.hydrospec.co.uk

•W
 ellness, Saunas, Steam Rooms and
Hydrotherapy
• Training
• S upply of Chemicals, Pool Products
and Spares
•C
 ommercial & Domestic Expertise
• Full Plant Room Servicing
• UV Installtion & Servicing
• Gas Boiler Installation & Servicing
• Commercial Pool Specialists

With over two decades of experience in the Swimming Pool and Leisure
Industry RG Pools and Leisure Ltd has gained an impressive client list
including local authorities, NHS Trust, school hydrotherapy pools, health
clubs, trust operated pools, campsites, holiday lets and hotel chains. We
pride ourselves on our excellent customer service and after sales care.

ENGLAND &
WALES

Tel. 01579 340200 / 07412662192
rgpoolsandleisure@gmail.com
www.rgpoolsandleisure.co.uk

Buckingham Swimming Pools
With over forty years of industry experience and a legion of satisfied
customers, Buckingham Pools offer an unparalleled level of service and
expertise. Our team have developed a collective wealth of technical
knowledge enabling us to work at any scale, from the smallest of domestic
pools to large multi-pool commercial leisure centres. We offer a full design
and build service for new installations, or a more bespoke, itemised service
relating to individual elements of the overall build process, and we are able to
source and supply the majority of pool parts directly. Furthermore, our skilled
team offer a proactive maintenance service, either through a full contract or
as one-off visits.
• Design & Build
• Engineering Installations
• Tiling Services
01926 852351
info@buckinghampools.com
www.buckinghampools.com
@buckinghampools
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• Plant Room Refurbishment
• Service & Maintenance Contracts
• Balance Tank Cleaning
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Health Kicks
An evolving wellness market is positively glowing, reports Ashleigh Bissett…
ABOVE: An increase in awareness of health and wellness has contributed to the rapid growth of day spas, hotel spas and residential retreats. Pic: Ye Olde Bell Hotel, Spa Vision.

Fuelled by a growing trend to relieve stress, lose weight, look
good and take a more proactive approach towards health, the
UK’s spa market is buoyant, with more of us using spas than
ever before.
According to Mintel, the spa and wellness industry grew by
eight per cent in 2016 and is on track to follow suit this year
too.
With new spas popping up across the country, and older spas
ploughing money into upgrades and refurbishments, the UK’s
spa companies are in an enviable position and are poised to
deliver.
“The UK wellness sector is growing as more people look to
invest in their physical and mental health,” reveals Erin Lee,
Managing Director at Dröm UK.
“People are searching for ways to manage and reduce stress
in their increasingly busy lives, along with a need to look and
feel good. This has resulted in the rapid growth of day spas,
hotel spas and residential retreats.”

TOP PRIORITIES
A market leader in the design of saunas, steam rooms
and spas, Dröm UK have seen an increase in orders for both
commercial and residential spa installations year on year.
Says Erin: “Saunas and steam rooms are still the main staple
34

ABOVE: Dröm UK have seen an increase in orders for both commercial
and residential installations year on year.
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of private residential projects. However there is a huge growth
in more bespoke thermal rooms incorporating shaped loungers,
heated loungers, stunning lighting features, different timber
colours, ice rooms, experience showers and horizontal showers.”
Jamie Adams, Managing Director of Golden Coast agrees:
“Studies in recent years have identified that more of us are
prioritising our health and wellbeing. We’re seeing this reflected
online, where there is great deal of interest in sauna and steam.
Alongside this, more and more of us are having opportunities
for wellness experiences, perhaps while at a day spa, on holiday
or their local leisure centre.”
He adds: “This has created an opportunity for the industry to
help homeowners bring this year-round experience into their
everyday lives. But, they need to know about it.”

SAUNA SALES
According to Jamie, while sauna sales have grown steadily,
commercial installations far outweigh domestic ones - at least

ABOVE: Bos Leisure has seen the market grown in sophistication over
30 years of service.

where the water leisure trade is involved. There is a concern that

Working with leading names like Harvia, Anapos and

it is bathroom installers, rather than our industry, winning these

Hygromatik, the Bos team shop around for the best quality

sales, as part of general bathroom updates.

products on the market.

Jamie adds: “Physically beneficial and exceptionally relaxing,

“Our trademark is attention to detail and offering a joined-up

the popularity of steam rooms and saunas is clearly justified.

approach with unrivalled continuity across pools and wellness

And with easy-to-install units – customisable to suit nearly any

through from concept, design, build and after service,” says Bos

application – demand for domestic and commercial installation

Leisure Managing Director, Martin Ursell.

shows no sign of slowing.”
Masters of their craft, Bristol-based Bos Leisure has earned
an unrivalled reputation for the delivery of health and wellness
projects.

Specialising in boutique hotel, Bos has seen the market
evolve over its three decades of dedicated service.
“The sector is undoubtedly more sophisticated now,”
comments Martin. “We used to be given an order for sauna and

Proud As Punch At Golf & Country Club

Woodbury Park Golf & Country Club chose the team from H20 Cannings to install a luxury infinity edge, large capacity hydro
spa within a wellness suite. Anapos supplied the contemporary styled sauna, steam rooms, a feature shower with fragrance
and two of the latest designed Corian heated loungers. Everything was designed to wow not only the clients but to give the
owner something to be proud of too.
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ABOVE: Constantly evolving in design, Bos Leisure has seen increasing demand for its salt block wall features that come alive with back-lighting.

steam and they were happy to have a fully functioning facility.
“The market and its customers are so much more
sophisticated now,” he continues. “They now want to go on a
spa experience journey through themed experiences, starting
with something cool and move up to hottest with a variety of
treatments from ice to salt aromas.
“Of course that means the prices have gone up too and the
budgets for wellness projects,” Martin adds.
The Bos Leisure team look to the much more mature German
markets for inspiration, working with Anapos to come up
with consistently innovative designs. Says Martin: “Germany
really innovate, spending millions of Euros on research and
development, and are a constant inspirational influence.”

What Lies Beneath

DESIGN IDEAS

ABOVE: Bos Leisure has earned an unrivalled reputation over three
decades as health and wellness specialists.

Breakthroughs in glass technology have opened up a host
of design possibilities with the reproduction of images from
corporate logos to specific photographs, as Martin explains:
“If the hotel has a nice wild flower meadow, we can take
photograph and print it on to glass.
“Tiles are badly impacted by dirty grout, are harder to clean
and prone to accidental damage while glass is so much more
user-friendly and offer a wealth of design ideas.”
Well-known for its swimming and vitality pools, Guncast
recently strengthened its position in the wellness sector with
the announcement of its partnership with premium sauna and
steam brand KLAFS in May.
The partnership with KLAFS allows for the design, supply,

Bos Leisure were delighted to work alongside an extremely
talented group of builders to help produce a truly unique
experience in the heart of Bath which achieved ‘Outstanding
Hotel of the Year at 2017’s Independent Hotel Show’.
The project features a matching barrel sauna and barrel spa
hidden beneath the pavements of the grandest street in Bath.
A mirrored steam room was also installed into the basement
levels of the hotel.
In addition to the communal facilities, Bos Leisure installed
a tiled spa bath with a linked steam shower into the hotel’s
private suite, helping to deliver the most luxurious night’s stay
in Bath.
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WT Series

WT-5
UNIVERSAL
Main Pool Light for Concrete or
Liner Pools - 150mm Dia.

QUALITY

STAINLESS

STEEL

LED

LIGHTING

AT A PRICE THAT WON’T
DAZZLE YOU!

The WT5 Universal light from Watertec is suitable
for concrete or liner type pool construction.
Available in White (3800 lm) or RGB (1890 lm)
complete with 20m cable as standard!
RGB app available for Android or Apple phones
enable the operator to set up and save various
lighting colours, music sequences and colour
matches.
Visit our website to see the full WT range or
call us for more information.

over 39 years service to the industry
t: 01256 748 380 F: 01256 768 268
w: www.paramountpools.co.uk
e: sales@paramountpools.co.uk
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installation and service, of the complete KLAFS brand wellness
suite for the whole of the UK.
“We have certainly seen an increase in sales of wellness
products year on year since around 2015,” reveals Andy Carr,
Design and Commercial Director at Guncast Swimming Pools.
“Popular in residential wellness projects is the standard sauna
and steam room, as tradition dictates. However, as with the
commercial hotel and spa sector, given a better understanding
of wellness and the options and benefits available, we are now
seeing more individual, personalised installations tailored to the
client’s needs and preference.”
Guncast offers a number of sauna and steam room variations
including the KLAFS Sanarium with SaunaPure, which provides
five climate zones in one sauna and infrared which offers
focused heat treatment for relaxation and pain relief.
In terms of current workload, Guncast is working on a
number of both residential and commercial wellness projects.

Luxury Spa Wows
This summer the new multi-million pound spa at Ye Olde Bell
Hotel in Retford opened its doors to guests for the first time.
Split over two floors, the 1,600 sqm spa was designed by
Bath-based wellness specialists Spa Vision.
The first floor is a communal spa area featuring a number
of thermal experiences including a herbal sauna, a Swiss pine
sauna, a Stonebath®, steambath and the indoor-to-outdoor
hydrotherapy pool. The treatment suite is located on the first
floor, along with the Rasul® and Sabbia Med (Sunlight Therapy
Room). The spa is the first in the UK to feature a bespoke
SnowBliss experience, developed by Kurland with assistance
from Spa Vision.
As well as the spa at Ye Olde Bell, Spa Vision were also
involved in the new Mill Wheel Spa at The Three Horseshoes
Inn in Staffordshire and the Well Being Health Spa and
Lucknam Park Hotel near Bath.

These include a standalone combined steam room and Onsen
multi-heat experience cabin for a residential property, as well as
complete wellness suite for an apartment complex, comprising
six thermal heat experience rooms, two feature experience
shower rooms and relaxation areas.
“With the introduction and constant development of
new technology and industry awareness, we see the market
continuing to move towards a better understanding of the
benefits and options available from a wellness and heat
experience suite,” says Andy.
“We also see the industry becoming even more aligned than
it already is with the health, fitness, medical, rehabilitation and

ABOVE: The new spa at Ye Olde Bell Hotel in Retford was designed
by Spa Vision and features a number of luxury thermal experiences.

recovery requirements associated with a healthy lifestyle, from
an at home occasional use to professional sport perspective.”

GLOBAL TEAM
Spa Vision have offices in the UK and Australia and work with
clients across the globe on both residential and commercial spa
projects.
“Spa and wellness is an ever growing sector with new
and innovative ideas coming from many different wellness
providers,” comments Colin Cameron, Director at Spa Vision.
“Spa is seen as an essential element within four and five star
hotel properties and new hotel developments and new trends
comes the need for existing facilities to look at refurbishment or
additions to their existing thermal experiences.”
Says Colin: “In terms of commercial spas, the development of
outdoor spaces remains a popular choice, especially when you
ABOVE: Guncast Swimming Pools has recently partnered with premium
sauna and steam brand KLAFS.

can include a sauna or vitality pool.
“The ability to enjoy the intense heat of a sauna then have an
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saunas and loungers and ice rooms are becoming more common
in commercial projects along with ‘hidden’ sauna heaters in
traditional saunas,” she says.
“The hidden heaters have the benefit of longevity in a
commercial setting as water isn’t being constantly thrown onto
the stones, making them more cost effective in the long run.
Salt rooms and infrared saunas are relatively inexpensive to
incorporate but can add extra value to spa day offerings with
their many health benefits.”
Erin adds: “It is important for spas to keep evolving as
wellness is a growing trend and competition is fierce.
“As spas and gyms start offering more experiences, they start
trying to cut costs by getting non-professionals to build their
pools and thermal rooms.
“They use the wrong tiles, grout and adhesives which lead to
problems further down the line when they are more difficult to
fix, resulting in a false economy.”
ABOVE: The wellness market must continue to evolve to keep pace with
the demands of its customers

exhilarating cold shower and finish with a relaxing vitality pool
experience in the outdoors offers great health benefits along
with outdoor views and experiences if the location allows it.”

FINISHING TOUCHES
Dröm UK recently completed a project at the prestigious
Wentworth Golf Club in Surrey. The project involved designing,
manufacturing, supplying, installing and commissioning new
thermal wellbeing areas within the Clubhouse. This included
three sauna rooms and three steam rooms.
Dröm UK worked closely with Garenne Interiors and Thorp
Design to establish the design brief and specification for the
project. Upon approval of the designs, Dröm UK completed the
project management and installation of all elements to the
exceptionally high levels of finish required for such a highprofile establishment.
Dröm UK’s Managing Director Erin Lee explains that
commercial spas are under constant pressure to compete with
each other by offering bigger and better facilities with new and
exciting experiences to stay relevant.
“Additional wellness features such as salt rooms, infrared
40
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CONTACTS
BOS LEISURE
TEL. 01225 874 874
WWW.BOSLEISURE.COM
DRÖM UK
TEL. 01932 355655
WWW.DROMUK.COM
GOLDEN COAST
TEL. 01271 378100
WWW.GOLDENC.COM
GUNCAST SWIMMING POOLS
TEL. 01798 343725
WWW.GUNCAST.COM
SPA VISION
TEL. 01225 744450
WWW.SPAVISION.COM
H2O CANNINGS
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EXPERIENCED IN
EXCELLENCE
EXPERTS IN COMMERCIAL POOLS, HOT TUBS, SPA, SAUNA & STEAM
· Meticulous attention to detail
· Bespoke turn-key service from design concepts
· Plus post project servicing and support
· Specialists in hotel wellness projects
· Log on to our website to see our sumptuous
project gallery

Call today to tell us about your project ideas.
Our team of experts will be happy to advise and
assist on any aspect of your enquiry.
Call today on: 01225 874 874
email: sales@bosleisure.com
www.bosleisure.com

Or visit our showroom at 476 Bath
Road, Saltford, Bristol BS31 3DJ.

CELEBRATING

30 YEARS!
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Cruise Control
Automatic dosing is essential for efficient pool management….
ABOVE: Let auto dosing systems take the strain on your pool management.

The equivalent of switching to cruise control in your car, or
even driver-free for the most advanced systems, automatic dosing
is not a new phenomenon but never has it made more sense.
Not only does automatic dosing offer more economic pool
management, it is safer for staff, owners and bathers and it
demonstrates duty of care.
“Understanding the benefits of auto dosing is not hard when
we look at what it truly represents,” points out Prominent’s
Stephen Ellix, also an active member of the Pool Water Treatment

Advisory Group (PWTAG).
“If you were able to have a full time employee, standing with
chemistry ready to dispense, checking the values of the chemistry
within the pool water, 24 hrs a day and 365 days a year, one could
argue that, auto dosing is not required.
“I am not sure as to the cost of this employee, but if you need
the best of chemical consumption and the best levels of chemistry
within the pool water this is the level of control or auto dosing
required.
“This level of continual monitoring and injection is what we
see when using auto dosing,” he emphasises. “The reality of auto
dosing is now as important as it has ever been with economies as
much as a 15 per cent reduction on chemical usage.
“Bather loading can now be measured at the till,” Stephen
continues. “Circulation pumps can indicate flow demand, and
chemical levels from the day tanks can be relayed to your mobile
phones or even SMS texting to advise service requirements.”

BEST VALUE

ABOVE: Latest auto dosing technology keeps you updated via smartphones.

42

To appreciate the benefits from today’s level of auto dosing,
Stephen believes, it is best to look at the effectiveness of the
current three types of control when looking at the systems
capability in maintaining the best of values for the best of water
quality.
1. Continual Manual Dosing: This is a blind approach
where the doing pump is switched on when there is a flow
within the plant room of the pool water. The dosing pump
has no idea if the chemical is required or not. It is purely
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dosing in proportion to flow and not on the demand. If you
have one bather or two hundred the pump will pump the
same amounts.
2. Timed Control On/Off: A blind system but with the
benefit of some form of calculation that offers just a little
more control than continual manual dosing. It is still
unaware of the actual requirement or demand.
3. Proportional Control: This is where the control, in using
sensors, make an appearance and offers the first level of
control that is looking at the demand for chemical within
the pool Water based on pre-set values and levels of water
contamination being measured.
Stephen explains: “Proportional is more akin to a cruise control
of 10 years ago while proportional–integral–derivative’ represents
a point of almost driver-free cruise control.
“In replacing our amazing 24-hour a day employee, the only
real Auto dosing option is number three,” Stephen reminds us,
emphasising the further three industry wide types of intelligence
within this auto component of the controller and these are, in
basic terms:
• Proportional (P) As it says the sensor registers a
requirement and depending on the demand the dosing is
adjusted accordingly.
• Proportional–integral (PI) As above but with some
calculation within the controller programme to compensate
for say the volume of chemical taken to advance the rate of
injection. The controller will start the dosing pump of at a
rate and increase that rate if there is a slow response.
• Proportional–integral–derivative (PID) As above but with

Sustained Success
Bosta UK has seen
sustained success with
the Hayward Control
Station, providing
automatic dosing for
swimming pools up to
150m³ in volume.
Using pH and ORP
probes held in the
flow cell provided,
pool owners can enjoy
fully automated water
ABOVE: The Hayward Control Station is treatment.
now available from Bosta UK
Some dosing systems
require the additional purchase of peristaltic pumps, probe
holders and probes. Furthermore the cost of replacement probes
can be extremely high. However, with the exclusive Hayward
Control Station you receive all the necessary equipment to
maintain your pool water at a very affordable price.
Competitively priced, the automatic dosing it provides, you
can also successfully control your pool filtration, heating,
lighting and water features using the system. This can be
managed remotely from anywhere in the world through a
smartphone or tablet via the Vistapool smart app.

Crystal Clear Solution
When Golden Coast
sought out a simple
solution to auto
dosing, its extensive
research stopped at
the Crystal.
It’s an easy-to-use
service which allows
facilities to outsource
any – and every – step
of the process.
In short, Crystal makes
ABOVE: The Crystal system offers a
life simpler for owners
straight forward management process for
and operators by
owners and operators.
giving them access
– as and when needed – to a team of knowledgeable and
experienced automatic dosing specialists.
Each of these experts are equipped with the skills and
training to fulfil every need: from conducting free site surveys
and specifying equipment through to delivering planned
maintenance.
the ability to compare to process demands. Here the
controller thinks about the P and I and then again calculates
the required response.
Water treatment and disinfection systems are becoming ever
more technology driven and integrated with building management
systems, agrees Andrew Gaffey of Gaffey Technical Services.
“At the same time, dedicated plant room technicians are
becoming a rare sighting these days with many facility operators
relying on their pool staff to manage their plant rooms,” Andrew
points out.
“A dosing and control system that can meet a wide range of
technical demands, yet remain simple and intuitive in operation,
is an important factor in ensuring smooth facility operation and
a stress-free relationship between a service company and its pool
operator client.”
The industry standards booklet, Swimming Pool Water
Treatment and Quality Standards For Pools and Spas by PWTAG,

ABOVE: Manual dosing of pools is dangerous and uneconomical.
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Expert since 1928

Professional Water Treatment for

Commercial Pools
A COMPLETE SYSTEM
hth® easiflo® BRIQUETTE

LONZA

The unique and patented ‘‘pillow shaped’’ Calcium Hypochlorite briquettes

hth® easiflo® FEEDER

The next generation of hth® feeding system
Visit us :
From 13th to 16th November 2018
PISCINE GLOBAL, Lyon (France), Booth 4C68

www.hth.co.uk

USE WATER TREATMENT CHEMICALS WITH CARE. BEFORE USING THE PRODUCT, BE SURE THAT YOU HAVE FULLY READ THE INFORMATION AND INSTRUCTIONS ON THE LABEL.

GET THE RIGHT CHEMISTRY

with the

5 step program

Water chemistry is a vital part of any swimming pool, and it is therefore important you have the right
equipment installed, alongside the best support. As part of the market leader Certikin, CertiDos can
offer a complete solution for all aspects of chemical dosing and water treatment. The CertiDos team
offer comprehensive pre and after sales support which is delivered through a 5 step program:

Survey

Operator Training

Kit Selection

Planned Preventative Maintenance

Crucial with all relevant information collated to
ensure we can advise on the most effective solution
With so many variables, our team take the
information from the survey to ensure the best
operating strategy is implemented

Installation and Set Up

CertiDos engineers will install and commission the
system to ensure everything is operating correctly

Ensures that the equipment is correctly operated
and maintained
Essential for the smooth running of any chemical
dosing system

Call for details

of our

EXCLUSIVE 5 Y
EAR
WARRANTY
Te
rms and conditi

ons apply

 01993 777200  certichem@certikin.co.uk

www.certikin.co.uk
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Nine Decades Of Innovation
This year marks
the 90th birthday
of the hth® brand
being registered.
Still innovating, the
anniversary coincides
with the launch of
the Easiflo® F20 and
Easiflo® F50 systems
launched for the
UK swimming pool
market.
ABOVE: The innovative Easiflo systems
The Easiflo® Feeder
were brought to the market by Lonza hth
doses a solution
this year.
of hth® calcium
hypochlorite into a pool circulation system by the use of spray
and venturi technology. The briquettes sit on a grid and a
solenoid is energised via a signal from an automated control
unit. This allows two jets (Easiflo® F20), or 4 jets (Easiflo®
F50) of water to be sprayed underneath the grid, washing the
briquettes and forming a calcium hypochlorite solution in the
base of the feeder.
The solution is then evacuated into the pool circulation
pipework via the venturi, which provides a safer alternative to
high pressured dosing pumps and lines. The feeder is nonpressurised and offers a safer, less time consuming chlorine
application.
advises that manual dosing is rarely justified in non-domestic
pools, that automatic dosing is best for all pools, and essential for
public pools.
It goes on to state that dosing systems, like circulation, should
continue 24 hours a day in order to maintain stable conditions for
bathers. Manual dosing of chemicals directly into a commercial
pool presents a number of risks.
Most chemicals for water treatment are hazardous to health, and
therefore come under the COSHH (Control of Substances Hazardous
to Health) regulations. COSHH regulations require an assessment
of risks to be done so that risks may be controlled, exposure to the
substance minimised, and that operations do not pose a hazard to the
health of the operator or to anyone in the vicinity.

RISK FACTORS
Jimmy Lamb of Pollet Pool Group points out: “Manual
additions of pool chemical probably means exposure to the
operator carrying out the dosing, and to anyone else in the
vicinity.
“It is best to confine the chemical to the pool chemical store
and dose the product/s into the circulation system in the plant
room,” he adds.
“Safer, more efficient, use of chemical is achieved where the
dosing of chemicals is continuous and satisfactory water quality
is more easily maintained,” Jimmy emphasises. “It is usually more
economic too, as with manual dosing over and under dosing is
common with the resulting waste of chemical.”

Over and under dosing can cause unsatisfactory water
conditions in that overdosing gives uncomfortable conditions for
bathing with possibly bleached costumes, skin/eye irritation etc.,
whereas under dosing can allow organic pollutants to survive.
Jimmy says: “As the pool is being used, any chlorine in the pool
is dissipated by the bathers and the pH will change.
“In order to maintain satisfactory hygienic conditions it is
necessary to replace that lost chlorine and control the pH as
quickly as possible. This cannot be achieved by manual additions.
“It is not possible to manually dose chemical while the pool
is in use. It follows, therefore, that the loss of disinfectant
(chlorine) cannot be replaced nor can the pH be controlled within
the acceptable range during the bathing period. Unsatisfactory
conditions could prevail with the risk of transmission of
waterborne disease.”

DOSING MINEFIELDS
There are benefits to automatic dosing systems for both
parties, as Golden Coast managing director Jamie Adams explains.
“As we’re all aware, chemical dosing can be a minefield for owners
and operators alike. Because it’s so easy to get it wrong, absolute
vigilance is essential.
“For those who own home pools this can be a real issue. After
all, would you rather spend your time testing, measuring and
risking your water quality, when you could be simply relaxing and
enjoying your pool? Automatic chemical dosing allows them to go
‘hands-free’.

Proven Track Record
The Pellet-Pro®
automatic calcium
hypochlorite tablet
feeder has a proven
track record since it
was first introduced
into the commercial
pool market 25 years
ago.
With great versatility,
a single PelletPro system can be
ABOVE: Plastica has collaborated with
configured to provide
Gaffey to offer the Pellet-Pro tablet feeder.
a consistent chlorine
solution for up to three separate pools, making the machine
an economical and popular choice with leading specifiers and
commercial water treatment plant contractors.
The system is designed for use with Plastica’s HYPRO 70®
tablets and other approved tablet
products which contain an anti-scale additive and are
specially hardened for use in erosion feeders.
Using the Pellet-Pro/HYPRO 70 system, pool operators benefit
from minimal interaction with both chemicals and equipment,
resulting in significantly lower risks to technical staff and
facility users alike. With the recent introduction of an updated
design and higher tablet capacity, the Pellet-Prosystem’s
versatility is extended even further.
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“And for operators, the expertise and hours necessary to ensure
safe water quality is just too costly. For this group, however,
automatic dosing is more of a requirement, than necessity.”
Automatic dosing systems allow operators to eliminate valuable
staff-time spent testing, avoiding dosing mistakes and – above all
else – ensuring water is clean, clear and hygienic at all times.
Jamie continues: “But, it does require a commitment from
employers and facility managers to increase staff knowledge and
understanding of the subject through appropriate training… and
that can come at a high cost.”
Vanessa Lloyd, Certikin’s Certichem Product Manager agrees:
“There are so many out there that do not understand the kit
they have and how and when they should be interacting with
it. Even more alarming is the lack of awareness of guidance in
relation to its safe operation.”
“The CertiDos team encounters this type of scenario
frequently,” Vanessa reveals. “The kit has been carefully selected,
the job goes without a hitch, the operator couldn’t be happier
and then the call comes six months later.
“The system hasn’t been touched since day one and now it’s
‘fallen over’. It’s a disaster because down time isn’t an option and

Peace Of Mind
Bayrol offers
advanced, robust
automatic dosing
systems that
continuously and
precisely monitor
and regulate the
pH and disinfection
whether it’s chlorine,
bromine or active
oxygen, ensuring
ABOVE: The PoolManager’s Hotkey can
that the water is kept
be used to obtain assistance and helpful
hygienically clean
text is immediately displayed.
and provides pleasant
bathing conditions. This guarantees peace of mind and results
in less time spent on manual testing and adjustments.
The alarm function of the PoolManager® is activated in the
event of fluctuations exceeding the limit values, drawing
attention to abnormalities on the display and by an acoustic
signal – it can also send an email in the event of alarm. A
digital menu provides step-by-step guidance to ensure that
PoolManager® is correctly set-up following installation.
In addition, a Hotkey can be used to obtain assistance and
helpful text is immediately displayed allowing the system to
be operated fully, even without the manual instructions.
The PoolManager® Pro model for use in high-end domestic or
small commercial pools uses the potentiostatic measurement
principle, which precisely measures the actual chlorine
content in the water and displays the chlorine value in mg/l.
The method of Free Chlorine measurement used by this
system is low maintenance, self-cleaning and durable. Both
PoolManager options can be connected via the Internet to
enable remote access with any internet enabled device.
46

ABOVE: Latest auto dosing technology keeps you updated via smartphones.

they need our immediate assistance,” she points out.
“Fault finding is always a challenge and at times, it’s not long
before the situation has gone from being positive to negative.
“We see our role as facilitating our trade customer with
ensuring the client’s expectations are met and equally, that they
are managed.”

COMPANY CONTACTS
BOSTA
TEL. 01284 716 580
WWW.BOSTA.CO.UK
CERTIKIN
TEL. 01993 777200
WWW.CERTIKIN.CO.UK
GAFFEY TECHNICAL SERVICES LTD
TEL. 01254 350180
WWW.GAFFEY.CO.UK
GOLDEN COAST
TEL. 01271 378 100
WWW.GOLDENC.COM
LONZA (HTH)
TEL. 01977 714100
WWW.HTH.CO.UK
PLASTICA
TEL. 01424 875858
WWW.PLASTICAPOOLS.NET
POLLET POOL GROUP
TEL. 01635 227999
WWW.POLLETPOOLGROUP.CO.UK
PROMINENT FLUID CONTROLS
TEL. 01530 560555
WWW.PROMINENT.CO.UK
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Rio Celebrate Landmark Annivesary

ABOVE: Rio Pools has completed over 1500 pools in its 45 year history.

A fresh-faced 21-year-old Rob Bateman had just finished his
electrical apprenticeship back in 1973.
Armed with ambition, ideas and a desire to learn, he tells his young
wife, Sue the words that would shape the course of their lives: “I know
how I’m going to make my money – building swimming pools.”
Fast forward 45 years and Gloucestershire-based Rio Pools are
recognised as one of UK’s leading swimming pool teams with a
reputation as sparkling as their bespoke creations.
Rob was working as a self-employed ground worker when he
was asked to help with the installation of a liner pool. In charge of
building the pool was John Brooks, who had recently started his own
pool building company, Penguin Pools. As Rob lay the foundation
for the swimming pool, little did he know that he was also laying the

ABOVE: Built on family values, Gloucestershire’s Rio Pools is now a
close-knit team of 19.

48

foundations for his own business. This would be the first pool project
that he was involved in.
As the contracts came in for Penguin Pools, Rob’s unquenchable
desire for knowledge and experience led to him also taking on work with
Young Leisure, a swimming pool company based in Bridgewater.
The birth of Rob and Sue’s first child Wayne in 1973 followed by
daughter Shelley in 1974 marked not just a momentous occasion in their
lives, but the arrival of Rio Pool’s future Service Manager and Contracts
Manager respectively.
Rob and Sue’s third child they quip, was Rio Pools. With a catchy
company name sorted, Rob and Sue became company directors. Along
with a helping hand from Sue’s brother, Uncle Rob, who had previously
been working with Rob Bateman as Bateman and Lane for Penguin Pools,
the trio established the company that we know today.
The company was operating from home as well as selling pool
chemicals and installing continental swimming pools in their spare time.
But Rio Pools was destined for bigger things.
Significantly, Rob had been introduced to the Easy Pool System by
Patrick Delahunty and, after a trip to the USA to meet the managing
director, Buzz Miller, Rob completed his first pool using this system; a
pool still in use to this day.
The Eighties marked an eventful decade for Rio. Rob and Sue moved
the premises to a Wyevale Garden Centre but it wasn’t just the business
that was expanding in the eighties. Candie was born in 1981 and later
chose the birthing pool over swimming pools as she became a midwife.
Last but by no means least came Gemma in 1982, the future of spa sales
and marketing at Rio.
“Our client base has changed dramatically since we started in
the Seventies,” reveals Rob. “In the Seventies it was predominantly
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ABOVE: Rio projects and the company itself has earned an overwhelming number of industry awards.

farmers, but in the Eighties and Nineties we saw a lot of bankers and
entrepreneurs.
“Since the recession, our client base is extremely varied. We still see a
lot of entrepreneurs and in fact, across our entire trading history many of
Rio’s clients have been Lords and Ladies.”

NATIONAL ACCLAIM
As the business enjoyed sustained success, Rob and Sue decided that
having more children wasn’t the answer to their employment demands,
and Rio Pools now employs 19 people.
With over 1500 pools built and coverage in major publications
such as The Financial Times and The Telegraph, not to mention an
overwhelming number of industry awards, the Rio Pools business you see
today has blossomed from humble beginnings. Today, Rio is a close-knit,
smoothly operating team, providing a service that people live, bringing

the best of family, skills, and knowledge together in one well-oiled unit.
Just as busy as ever, among other projects, the team is in the process
of completing a 20m one piece pool installation and have begun a large
indoor pool and spa in Malmesbury, Wiltshire.
Rob concludes: “My long term goals are to ensure the happiness of
our amazingly loyal members of staff and to ensure that our staff are
always highly trained and able to provide an outstanding service. Client
satisfaction has always been a top priority for us.”
Ever the joker, Rob adds: “The recession was a blow as I haven’t been
able to fly the helicopter since! So another long term goal is to make
enough money to fly again…if I’m not too old at 64!”
Rio Pools
Tel. 01453 521101
www.riopools.co.uk

ABOVE: Gloucestershire-based Rio Pools is recognised as one of UK’s leading swimming pool teams.
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THE LATEST INNOVATION IN SWIMMING
POOL ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL
INTRODUCING REMOTE OPERATIONAL AND ENERGY MONITORING CONTROL
The Lynx Energy Management System is the latest
innovation in swimming pool climate control. With a
state-of-the-art touch-screen interface, enabling users
to access and interact directly with their Heatstar system,
all from a clear single-screen display.
Based on a pioneering intuitive interface the full colour
touch-screen display gives users fingertip control of all
control and monitoring functions. It also has the ability
for users to alter temperature and humidity levels, and
adjust set points to suit both application and other
requirements.
One system. More control.

Clear and intuitive
display functions

Alarm monitoring function
to reduce downtime

Reduces the amount of
energy consumption

Remote control and
monitoring via web
server interface

ADVANCED SWIMMING POOL CLIMATE CONTROL SYSTEMS

Contact Heatstar today for more information on the full
range of highly energy efficient climate control systems

01983
521465 lPool
info@heatstar.com
l www.heatstar.com l @HeatstarLTD
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Engineers Boost UK Coverage

ABOVE: Heatstar offer an unrivalled level of after-sales support with improved coverage throughout the UK.

Even top quality, reliable products like Heatstar benefit from planned,
regular maintenance.
By providing maintenance contracts Heatstar can ensure that the
equipment is properly maintained and serviced by fully qualified Heatstar
engineers with an in-depth knowledge and experience of the products.
This in turn offers complete peace of mind to the end user and
demonstrates the after sales service and support offered by the installer
in conjunction with Heatstar. There is also a Technical Helpline available
which can often resolve issues over the telephone.
With the appointment of an additional two new service engineers,
Heatstar now offer an unrivalled level of after sales support with
improved coverage throughout the UK.
Heatstar believe that after sales support nationwide is so vital that it
is something that can never be left to chance or, for that matter placed in
the hands of any third party. Heatstar, therefore employ their own team
of dedicated engineers, completely knowledgeable about the products
and equipped with vans stocked with all necessary equipment and
components to cover most eventualities.

In fact, analysis of Heatstar’s engineers visits throughout the UK
shows that 96.7% of mechanical breakdowns were fixed on the first
visit. These engineers are employed by Heatstar, trained by Heatstar and
equipped by Heatstar.

PLANNED MAINTENANCE
It is also worth noting that when a Heatstar engineer visits an enduser site, they are always aware that they are representing the trade
installer. Planned maintenance agreements are also available on all
Heatstar products.
These service and maintenance contracts are renewable annually and
there is no obligation for the client to commit themselves to a contract
prior to the initial manufacturers’ warranty expiring. The costs of the
contracts vary depending on the model but typically they start from as
little as £376 per year.
Heatstar
Tel. 01983 521 465
www.heatstar.com

First Anniversary Waltz
Celebrating the first anniversary of their move to new offices and warehouse, PPG UK
Ltd, will host their annual customer event at their Newbury headquarters next month.
The open day kicks off from 12.30pm Thursday November 1 at Blissard House in
Abbey Road.
Light snacks and refreshments will be served on arrival in the training room. You will
be invited to tour the offices and warehouse, meet the PPG UK team and key suppliers.
In the evening the annual dinner dance, and PPG Awards will take place at the
nearby Regency Park Hotel where customers will be recognised for their loyalty and sales
performance.
A change to previous years, this year will be a ‘smart casual’ affair with a hot buffet
style format and table seating plan. For more information contact the PPG team.

ABOVE: PPG’s Jimmy Lamb will co-ordinate this year’s
customer appreciation event.

Pollet Pool Group
01635 227999
www.polletpoolgroup.co.uk
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Natural Swimming For Glamping Resort

ABOVE: A natural, chemical-free, swimming pool features at the heart of the Love2Stay resort.

The new luxury £4 million touring and glamping resort
the King’s Cross Development in London.
Love2Stay, near Shrewsbury, opened to guests this summer,
The natural pool design incorporates a stunning 230 m2
features a natural, chemical-free, swimming pool at the heart of
planted regeneration zone filled with more than 250 mature
the development.
water lilies and a naturalistic marginal zone, which has been
The resort, situated on the edge of the market town of
planted with more than 400 native reeds and rushes to create the
Shrewsbury in 22 acres of beautifully landscaped grounds,
offers visitors a luxurious natural retreat, with accommodation
appearance of a natural lake at the centre of the resort. The pool
in either glamping Safari style lodges or 120 touring caravan
is flanked on three sides by spacious cedar decking edged and
pitches.
surrounded by soft, textural herbaceous borders.
The 432 m2 natural swimming pool at the centre of the resort
Poolscape is a UK partner of BIOTOP and its team worked
has been designed and built by Poolscape Ltd in collaboration
with multiple RHS Gold Medal winning landscape design
with Mr Petrich to design a completely new, concealed deep
practice, MOSAIC.
water chamber which enables the swimming area to remain at a
The team used the very latest pool technology from Austrian
safe 1.4 metres deep.
natural pool specialists BIOTOP, whose founder
and chairman Peter Petrich flew in to see the
finished pool and perform the official opening
for swimmers. The bespoke pool design
provides swimmers with crystal clear, chemical
free water, which is naturally filtered by
BIOTOP’s market leading skimmer and filtration
technology.
Creating a public space natural swimming
pool requires considerable expertise to ensure
the clarity of the water for a larger number
of swimmers. BIOTOP was the company that
invented the first commercial natural swimming
pools in Austria more than 30 years ago.
The company is the world’s market leader,
having built more than 5,000 private and public
natural swimming pools around the globe,
including the UK’s first public one in 2015, at ABOVE: The bespoke pool design provides swimmers with crystal clear, chemical free water.
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UK Trade Event Gathers Momentum
Where else in the UK can you meet one thousand
representatives of the water leisure industry under one roof?
The answer, of course is, SPATEX.
Show Organiser, Michele Bridle reports: “The Industry has backed
us with heart and hard work to date and I am confident that
together we will make the show even bigger and better in 2019.”
With well over 80 per cent of space sold, SPATEX will play host
to 26 spa companies. ISPE will once again be presenting its own,
free to enter technical workshops – with 22 different sessions
running throughout the three days including 18 new titles.
Taking place from Tuesday January 29th to Thursday January
31st 2019, at the Ricoh Arena, Coventry, the SPATEX event
typically attracts 100 exhibitors with all profits ploughed back
into the industry culminating in over £1.4 million raised in the
event’s 23-year history.

ABOVE: SPATEX say 26 spa companies have already signed up for its
2019 event.

International Swimming Experts Gather
Participants from all over the world gathered for the
International IAKS Swimming Pool Conference in Newcastle upon
Tyne (UK) last month.
A tour of the Hebburn Central multi-purpose facility served as
a prelude to the main event. Unlike many other countries, Sport
England recommends in its strategy for sports facilities that
community sports and non-sports facilities be combined such as
by having a medical centre with a sports hall.

In the case of Hebburn Central, the local library has been
housed together with a sports pool, fitness centre and sports
hall. The results achieved are extremely impressive. By combining
previously separate community facilities, the municipality has
been able to reduce the operating deficit to one-eighth of the
previous figure thanks to cost synergies and much higher visitor
numbers.
The international participants enthusiastically swapped ideas
and experiences during the subsequent networking dinner in
Newcastle’s historic centre.
The very well-attended International IAKS Swimming Pool
Conference, with 52 participants, from 11 nations, began the next
day at the Northumbria University Sports Central.
Ole Gronborg (Denmark/Sweden) shared new findings from
technical research with the attendees, especially in relation to
the complex interaction between water and air quality. During a
podium discussion, three operators discussed international trends
in pool design and operation: Gar Holohan (Ireland), Andreas
Schauer (Germany) and François Mouilleron (France).
The International IAKS Swimming Pool Conference, held in

ABOVE: A tour of the Hebburn Central multi-purpose facility served as a
prelude to the IAKS Conference.

this format for the first time, fully lived up to its claim to offer an
exchange of knowledge and networking at an international level.
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Lovibond® Water Testing
Tintometer® Group
10% Off
Your Next Service and Calibration
on a Lovibond® Photometer
Simply Quote: Autumn Offer
when booking it in.
Only available in the UK.
May not be combined with any other offers.
Applies to any Lovibond® photometer.
Valid till the end of 2018.

Keeping your photometer calibrated and in good condition
is essential. Take us up on our offer today.
water.sales@tintometer.com

www.lovibondwater.com

01980 664800
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Niveko Unveil New Build Options

ABOVE: New Niveko components include an extensive choice of skimmers and overflow finishes.

Now part of the Pollet Pool Group NV corporation, Niveko produced
its first pool, using plastic welding technology in 1995 and is now
one of the leading swimming pool manufacturers on the European
market.
Synonymous with luxury, precision-crafted and technologically
cutting-edge products, the company now operates in 16 countries
throughout Europe through commercial partner agencies. Offering
extremely long lifetime and high resistance to the effects of
chlorine, Niveko pools are manufactured using special material
produced exclusively for them in Germany.
“Besides quality craftsmanship, customers also have the chance
to obtain something extra – specially designed new components
manufactured specifically to suit the NIVEKO Plus concept by the
best suppliers, made to match and incorporated into the body of
the pool,” said the company’s founder Simon Janca.
Those new components include an extensive choice of skimmers
and overflow finishes:
SKIMMER TOP LEVEL: A classic, elegant design due to the
possibility of the stainless-steel installation fittings gets a touch of
luxury.

the overflow trough.
OVERFLOW UNDERFLOW: The ideal pool for families with
children, allowing them to romp around without losing too much
water. The latest of our overflow models, featuring refined and
elegant finishing of the pool edge.
OVERFLOW EVOLUTION: This timeless and modern design, which
gives the impression of an unbroken surface between the water and
the pool surround.
Says Simon: “This gives the customer a completely unique
designer product, not to mention better terms and conditions.
“Our aim is to find a combination of comfort, unique design and
timeless technology to ensure that our pools meet our customers’
expectations, both now and in the future. Customer satisfaction and
bringing customer ideas to fruition are always our main priorities.”
NIVEKO s.r.o.
Tel. +42 0734 231 760
www.niveko-pools.com

SKIMMER INVISIBLE: A brand-new minimalist concept for its
skimmer pools, when the water level reaches almost to the top of
the pool.
OVERFLOW MULTI: With its PVC grid or inserted Greek or natural
stone, the pool type NIVEKO Multi is a fine example of the precision
craftsmanship of a standard overflow.
OVERFLOW INFINITY: Customers can enjoy an unusual view
from the pool if they opt for an Overflow Infinity. Thanks to the
installation in variable-height terrain is water surface seemingly
endless.
OVERFLOW ADVANCE: An overflow pool for fastidious customers,
which is also ideal for indoors due to the unique technical design of

ABOVE: Based in the Czech Republic, Niveko is now part of the Pollet
Pool Group corporation.
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Water Treatment Champions

ABOVE: Water Treatment Products occupies a three acre site at its base near Pontypool.

In its 18 year history, Welsh-based Water Treatment Products
has grown to be a foremost authority in the recreational water
treatment market.
The company specialises in both residential and commercial
markets, now employing over 60 staff and operating from a site
covering over three acres with new 9,500 sq. ft. office facilities
adding to the property portfolio.
Working tirelessly to develop new and innovative water
treatment technologies, WTP has been a leader in the Biocidal
Product Regulations (BPR) that has had a major impact on the
industry since September 2015 and will continue to do so.
WTP was the first company to be awarded with a product
authorisation number for its premium range of Copper Long Life
Algaecides (Klearpool Long Life Algaecide and Pro-Swim Long Life
Algicide). By January, sodium and calcium hypochlorite, two widelyused biocides, will also be BPR approved.

BUSINESS INVESTMENT
Progress doesn’t stop there. Investment in the business goes
even further with the opening of a new purpose-built storage
facility and new container off loading facilities along with an
extensive refurbishment of the liquid blending plant earlier this
year. The liquid chemical blending plant and off-loading area
stands on a purpose-built bund and interceptor. This represents a
significant investment but benefits in a ‘low impact’ status from the
Environment Agency.
“Customers, both present and future, have often found visiting
the facilities a great benefit and is something we activity encourage
as this frequently leads to prospects converting into long term
customers,” comment WTP’s water treatment division’s managing
director, James Lee.
“Customers can see for themselves the capabilities of the
business and where necessary audit the operation to meet the
requirements of ISO 9001, ISO 14001 of their own business.”
56

WTP offers the industry a number of solutions and opportunities
for the swimming pool and hot tub markets including:
•
Pro-Swim brand of Swimming Pool and Spa chemicals
•
Own Label
•
Re-packing, blending and environmental solutions for
brand owners
•
Manufacture of test kits and reagents
•
Manufacturer of fast dissolve Chlorine Dioxide tablets
(Chlorogene T25)
•
Extensive stock held on all the chemistries for the
swimming and hot tub markets
•
On site specialist and experts in chemistry, microbiology
and Dangerous Goods Safety Advisors (DGSA)
This year saw the investment in IC and ICP analytical
instrumentation which enables the business to identify all the
common chemistries. While this equipment is very costly it
does offer a real edge to our customers and establish current
technologies and develop new analytical methods for the future.
The regulatory landscape including REACH, BPR, ADR transport
regulation is ever changing and becoming more stringent upon
manufacturers, distributors and retailers. WTP have been quick
to identify regulatory changes and invest and adapt to ensure
its clients products are adequately covered minimising risk. WTP
has appointed a full time Regulatory Manager who also sits on
important technical committees, and advises the business and
customers alike.
Looking to the future, WTP has created technologies for
new leisure markets away from the swimming pool and hot tub
industries such as Greenclear a product designed to remove and
reduce the growth of algae and moss on hard surfaces such as
decking, fencing patio and many other application.
Water Treatment Products
Tel. 01495 792790
www.watertreatmentproducts.co.uk
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Pro-Swim
Pool Chemicals

Klearpool
The CLEAR choice for a Klearpool

• Use Klearpool and Pro-Swim Copper
Long Life Algaecides to Winterise
your swimming pool this season for
best results throughout the winter
• Special offer to the trade
until 31st October 2018
5lt
Pro-Swim
Long Life
Algaecide

1lt
Klearpool
Long Life
Algaecide

£5.49

£4.75

An Extra
10% off your
next order
when you
quote
Pro10

BPR APPROVED
As required under the
EU Biocidal Product
Regulation (BPR)
for biocide
products

A single dose will keep
the water crystal clear
from algae for periods up
to 6 months and chlorine
consumption will be
reduced by up to 30%

Pro-Swim Long Life
Algicide and Klearpool Long
Life Copper Algaecide are first
past the post for the Biocidal
Product Regulations (BPR)
Product Type Category 2
(PT2) swimming pool
application
All seasons carton
designed for summer
and winter sales
Keeps water free from
algae for up to
six months

1lt will treat
3,000 litres
(7,250 gallons)

Tel: 01495 792790
Email: leisureadmin@watertreatmentproducts.co.uk
Jo Higgins: 07496 264272
Email: johiggins@watertreatmentproducts.co.uk
48_60_SPS_Oct2018.indd 57

James Lee: 07966 071873
Email: jameslee@watertreatmentproducts.co.uk
www.watertreatmentproducts.co.uk
www.proswimchemicals.co.uk
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Full Of French Pool & Spa Promise

ABOVE: All routes lead to Lyon’s Piscine Global event next month.

The pool and spa show that has truly earned itself a notto-be-missed reputation, Piscine Global, in Lyon, is simply
the biggest and best international exhibition for pool and spa
professionals.
With more than 600 exhibitors and 18,000 visitors expected,
Piscine Global Europe is promising to be one of the biggest ever
gatherings of pool and spa professionals from around the world.

Tear yourself away from the trade stands though for there is
a wealth of expertise, ideas and inspiration in a packed four day
programme of presentations and demonstrations.
Piscine Global Europe is the only trade show for professional
visitors to test many solutions and products in real conditions
thanks to its water test area. New for this year is The Pool
Academy space asking a wealth of questions and suggestion
solutions to business development scenarios. The 45-minute
Academy lectures are run by professionals for professionals. The
broad choice of topics all have a single goal - to help build your
business, covering aspects as varied as on-line shops, to effective
sales strategies, showroom essentials and social media success.
There will be Aquafitness demonstrations running regularly
with plenty to focus the minds on commercial pools with some
inspiring topics throughout the four days for those involved in
the design, build and delivery of aquatic venues.
Looking to not just match but surpass the 82 new products
on display in 2016, the exhibition provides the perfect
springboard for innovative companies in the pool and wellness
sector and offers an unique opportunity for visitors to soak up
the latest market trends.

Germans Are Wellness Winners
Masters of wellness, the international trade
fair for swimming pools, saunas and spas,
Interbad opens its Stuttgart doors for the 28th
time next month from October 23rd to 26th.
Organised by the German Association for
the Recreational and Medicinal Bath Industry
(DGfdB) together with Messe Stuttgart, is one
of the most important industry dates in the
water leisure calendar.
Held every two years, in 2016,
approximately 14,000 visitors from 72
countries came to see the innovative products
of the 450 exhibitors.
Interbad provides both operators of large
public facilities and owners of private pools
and spas with a very wide range of product
information, expert advice and information on
all aspects of swimming pools construction.
ABOVE: Held every two years, some 14,000 visitors from 72 countries are expected to visit this
Architects, hoteliers, planners and private
month’s Interbad event.
builders can obtain information about new
products in the sector and exchange opinions
constructors, special swimming pool architects and engineers, as
well as specialist associations and institutions, offer advice and
and ideas with potential customers.
consultation services for various topics and issues.
Renowned manufacturers, product developers, facility
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Vegas Lights Shining Bright
Organisers of the International Pool | Spa | Patio Expo™ (PSP
Expo), sponsored by The Association of Pool & Spa Professionals
(APSP), have announced a new line-up of hands-on demonstrations
to take place at this year’s event, October 31-November 2 at
Mandalay Bay in Las Vegas, Nevada.
The International Pool | Spa | Patio Expo™ is where all segments
of the industry (pool, spa, and outdoor living) professional gather to
stay well-informed of the trends, market directions, and technology.
Rebranded in 2008, the show is made up of the former
International Pool & Spa Expo, Backyard Living Expo and AQUA
Shows.
“We are thrilled to advance the learning of PSP Expo attendees
by offering demonstrations featuring today’s in-demand skills” said
APSP’s Director of Education, Silvia Uribe. “Through connecting
tomorrow’s leaders to real-world experiences, APSP University is
leading the way in offering students quality education and building
a more skilled pool and hot tub industry workforce.”
The APSP University will be offering on the expo floor, hands-on
demonstrations developed by the APSP Builders Council. The three
topics will be covered in eight different time slots, with content
including:
Systems Integration for Commercial Pools, covering the
installation and integration of commercial pool and spa equipment,
including heaters, flowmeters, chemical automation, feed pumps,
and injection points
Hydraulics, which will give participants a visual demonstration
of the impact of pipe sizes on hydraulic performance, flow rate, and
energy efficiency

ABOVE: Vegas is the location for this year’s International Pool, Spa and
Patio Expo.

Tile Application, offering direct adhere methods for tile and
stone applications on stainless steel and cementitious substrates for
pools and spas
“We actively solicit feedback from our attendees to ensure the
event meets the audiences needs and helps to drive the industry
into the future,” commented Tracy Garcia, CEM, Show Director
of the PSP Expo. “One consistent response is the desire for more
hands-on demonstrations on the expo floor, so we’re very excited to
partner with APSP University to make this happen.”
In addition to the on-floor demonstrations offered by APSP
University, the PSP Expo will also host many other educational
areas.

All Eyes On Italian Trade Fair
Just a few months away from the ribbon-cutting celebration
of ForumPiscine 2019 and the February trip to Bologna is
becoming ever more irresistible.
Offering an international shop window, participants from
China to Israel, through Austria, Spain, France, Germany,
Hungary, and Holland, will provide a window on the world, with

ABOVE: The irresistible lure of Italy beckons for February.

a host of new products presented by familiar and fresh faces.
With over 6,500 visitors and 130 exhibitors, ForumClubForumPiscine, from February 13 to 15th 2019 at the Bologna
Exhibition Centre, is once again more proving to be the leading
event in Italy for professionals of fitness, wellness and aquatics.
About 1,000 people attend the International Congress and the
meetings organised by associations and trade companies.
An exhibition made up of companies and buyers from all
over the world reflects a sector that, after the crisis years, is
experiencing a new growth and looks at the future with more
confidence. As a confirmation of this trend, the Expo was the
stage of the premiere presentation of many technologies and
new products by manufacturers: hi-tech machines for real time
error correction of movements; virtual reality systems to make
workout more engaging; new products to build, maintain and
manage pools.
The international congress, which is always an opportunity
for professionals to focus on some of the hottest trade topics
with industry-leading, influential speakers.
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Exclusive for showroom retailer-installers

• Extended warranty to our approved retailers
• Be part of our exclusive dealer locator programme
• Display model special offers
• Look out for new exclusive products in 2019

Heat pumps

Biological pool filtration

Filters

Ceramic pools

Exclusively available at Bosta UK Ltd. • T 01284 716 580 • www.bosta.co.uk • www.norsup.eu

Whenever Paul delivers, he’ll always
go the extra mile for you.
You shop, we don’t drop; we deliver.
Whether it is a pool kit to one of your customers or an
order for your business, Paul and our other drivers take
the care to make sure that the goods arrive in good
shape, in good time and with a smile. It’s called customer
service. We know that you are looking for the right
product at the right price but we also know that we need
to deliver more than that to keep growing our business.

So, from picking up the phone when it rings to unloading a
250 kg sauna, we’ll go that extra mile to get it right.
Call any of our customer service team on 01271 378 100
and tell them what you’d like us to deliver.

Phone: +44 (0) 1271 378 100 | Web: www.goldenc.com
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Awards Presentations Set For ISPE Date
About ISPE
The Institute of Swimming
Pool Engineers was set
up in 1978 to establish
an organisation for the
individual swimming pool
engineer (no corporate
membership) to:

ABOVE: The Institute plays a vital role in the field of education and training through its seminars and home study courses.

The Institute of Swimming Pool Engineers looks
forward to its 38th Annual General Meeting this
month which will coincide with the presentation of
the 2018 ISPE Awards.
The event will see ISPE President John Cheek,
of Hydrospec, hand over the presidential reigns to
new ISPE President Colin Day, FISPE of Lovibond
Tintometer.
Jon Maskell of Certikin International will be giving
a sponsored commercial presentation on Certikin’s
filter media ‘OC-1’. The presentation will look at how
it works, how to install it, how to use it and what the
benefits are to the pool trade and the pool user.
Chris Carr will highlight the importance of getting
pipework correctly sized from the outset and offer
a guide as to best practice when selecting, installing
and maintaining a single speed domestic pump.
Will Dando will be suggesting beneficial efficiency
and energy savings from variable speed pumps.

One-Day Seminar
Thursday 18th October 2018
At The Watermill Hotel, London Road,
Bourne End, Hemel Hempstead,
Hertfordshire HP1 2RJ
A sponsored commercial presentation:
OC-1, the future of swimming pool
filtration
Closing Pools for the Winter
Chemical Injection Points Do’s and Don’ts
The 38th Annual General Meeting and 2018
ISPE Awards
Pipework Sizing and Single Speed Pumps
Pump Inverter Technology

There will plenty of opportunity for open
discussion and questions during the day.
Newly-qualified ISPE Technicians
(passed in 2018) collecting their certificates
may attend the October ISPE seminar for the
discounted price of just £25.

Alternatively: Newly-qualified Technicians may
attend this seminar free of charge if accompanied
by a work colleague paying full price.
Normal prices are ISPE Members - £60
(all categories except ISPE Students)
ISPE Students - £50
Non-ISPE Members - £80
ISPE’S main function, in the field of education and
training, are achieved by means of:
•
One-day Seminars;
•
Hands-on Workshops;
•
Technical Publications;
•
Level 1 Home Study Course;
•
The Institute’s own quarterly magazine.
ISPE plans for the future include:
•
Expansion of the Hands-on Workshops
and Demonstrations, covering more
subjects in more geographical areas;
•
Expanding our series of published Technical
Papers;
•
Increase the membership to 1000.
There are various categories of ISPE membership,
enabling individuals of all ages and from all sectors
of the industry, and associated periphery trades and
professions, to join.
All applications are placed before the Council of
Management on a regular basis, at which time each
individual’s request for membership is considered.

• Foster a professional
approach to the
design, installation and
maintenance of swimming
pools, enclosures and all
ancillary equipment;
• Give recognition to
technical skill and ability;
• Engage in the education
and training of persons
within all sectors of the
swimming pool industry;
• Promote unrestricted
co-operation and liaison
between all persons
actively involved in the
industry and its allied
professions and trades;
• Provide opportunities
for association and
interchange of thought
and experience amongst
the members and their
colleagues.

www.ispe.co.uk
ISPE Institute of
Swimming Pool Engineers
PO Box 3083
Norwich
NR6 7YL
ross@ispe.co.uk
Tel. 01603 499959
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Planning News

In The Pipeline: Planning applications and consents for
new swimming pools across the UK

APPLICATIONS
BERKSHIRE:
Ascot Heath Infant School,
Rhododendron Walk, Ascot, SL5 8PN

pool, jacuzzi, shower room and plant
room.

ESSEX:

leisure centre that includes a six lane

Woodberrie, Kings Hill, Loughton , Essex,
IG10 1JE

swimming pool and teaching pool, four
court sports hall.

Planning authority: Tonbridge &
Malling
Planning reference: 18/01709/FL

Proposed swimming pool and associated
development including plant room,
shower/toilet/changing room, hard
surfaced areas and landscaping.

LEICESTERSHIRE:

Planning authority: Epping Forest

The Hawthorns, Leicester Lane, Desford,
Leicester, LE9 9JJ

Planning reference: EPF/1950/18

Oyster Bay Coastal & Country Retreat,

Construction of 1.5 storey building,
including a swimming pool, to the
western elevation of the existing
dwelling with a glass link and tennis
court to the rear of the dwelling.

CONSENTS

Conversion and extension of existing

SCOTLAND:

outdoor hydro pool, construction of a

Clayton, St Andrews, KY16 9YB

gym and treatment pods.

18 Western Road, Poole, BH13 7BP

Planning authority: Hinckley & Bosworth
Planning reference: 2018/62/91654/E

Planning authority: Cornwall

New single storey extension with
swimming pool, steam, sauna, gym
and plant.

SCOTLAND:

Construction of leisure building
comprising of swimming pool,
gymnasium, changing rooms and
cafe area, installation of outdoor play
equipment and associated infrastructure
works.
Planning authority: Fife
Planning reference: 18/01259/FULL

Demolish existing changing room

Construction of a new school building
including ancillary facilities, environment
building, caretaker’s bungalow, outdoor
swimming pool, grass sports pitches and
a multi-use games area, replacement
scout hut, academy golf course,
housing units together with associated
infrastructure and landscaping.
Planning authority: Bracknell
Planning reference: 18/00777/OUT

DORSET:

Planning authority: Poole
Planning reference: PP/18/00913/F

Helensburgh Swimming Pool, 1B West
Clyde Street, Helensburgh, G84 8SQ

Southfields, St Vincents Lane,
Addington, West Malling, ME19 5BW

Construction of new leisure building
including swimming pool, improved
flood defences, new car park including
public realm works and demolition of
existing swimming pool.

Proposed basement extension
comprising a subterranean swimming

Planning authority: Argyll & Bute
Planning reference: 18/01614/PP

KENT:

BERKSHIRE:
Bulmershe Leisure Centre, Woodlands
Avenue, Woodley, RG5 3EU
Proposed construction of replacement

Planning authority: Wokingham
Planning reference: 180828

CORNWALL:
Bodmin Road, Goonhavern, TR4 9QF
maintenance building to spa facility with

Planning reference: PA18/02740

DEVON:
Stoke Road, Paignton, TQ4 7PF
buildings and replace with spa/
swimming pool building with the
addition of new changing room facilities.
Planning authority: Torbay
Planning reference: P/2018/0252

The report is available on subscription for national coverage or individual regions. Subscribe and get all the information (including contact telephone
numbers) you need to gain new sales leads. For a free copy of the latest full monthly report, contact BDS Marketing Research (QMJ) Ltd on 01761 433035 or
andy.sales@bdsmarketing.co.uk
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Swimming Pool Scene SOCIAL MEDIA HUB

Social Media Hub: Swimming Pools
OUR TOP POSTS

We bring you a selection of our favourite tweets and Facebook posts from the UK’s
pool and leisure industry…

poolandspa.scene.1

The Bellyflop
Championships

On-Site Pool Linings –
Bouncy Castle Sean

GET SOCIAL
GET inSOCIAL
To get a mention
the Social Media hub,
don’t
forget
to follow
To get
a mention
in the@poolandspascene
Social Media Hub,
don’t forget to follow @poolandspascene on
Twitter
and find us on Facebook
poolandspa.scene.1
@poolandspa.scene.1
We
contentthat
that
Weshare
shareall
allof
ofour
our editorial
editorial content
appearsininthe
themagazine
magazine on
appears
onsocial
socialmedia.
media.

OUR TOP TWEETS
@poolandspascene

Operation Niveko

Driving Innovation
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POOL PEOPLE:

Peter Turnbull
General Manager and Director of
Pollet Pool Group, Peter Turnbull
scored on his debut for
Cheltenham FC!

Where and when was your introduction
to the pool business?

How do you see the pool market
evolving in the short and long term?

My first job in the industry was as a lifeguard and swimming
teacher in the mid to late eighties, I walked into Cheltenham
Ladies’ College in shorts and T shirt and asked for a job, I stayed
for 20 years!

I think there will continue to be more emphasis and focus

How has the industry changed since
your involvement, if at all?

What do you listen to on your way to
and from work?

For me, the biggest change has been moving from the Facilities
Management side of the industry to what I affectionately refer
to as ‘the dark side’ of sales and the supply chain.

What are your biggest daily work
challenges?
My biggest frustrations are the things that are outside of my
control; most notably third party couriers that seem to struggle
with their primary purpose and deliver the goods to the right
destination on the right day at the right time!

What are the biggest challenges facing
your customers right now?
I believe that we really need to attract some new, young and
fresh talent to the industry. We have some great experience
within the industry but none of us are getting any younger
and we need to see new energy, fresh eyes that will challenge
and explore new technology and take us forward to the next
generation of water treatment

What have been the landmark
moments in your career?
Being appointed the Commercial Director at Cheltenham Ladies‘
College in the late nineties was a very proud moment for me
but my biggest career achievement is becoming the General
Manager and Director of Pollet Pool Group.

64

on energy saving products and technologies as the end-user
becomes more aware and concsious of the need to protect our
environment

I like most of what Radio 2 has to offer but I am certainly
becoming less of a fan of the sound of Chris Evans’ voice in the
mornings than he seems to be – so looking forward to a change
after Christmas!

If you had the chance to invite three
special guests to a dinner party – who
would they be?
Paul O’Grady, Adele and Georgie Best. I’d need to book the
following week off though!

How do you most like to spend your
time out of work?
Right now I’m sitting by a small outdoor pool on the northern
coast of Sicily looking out onto the Tyrrhenian Sea with a
glass of Prosecco, as downtime goes it doesn’t really get much
better….

Do you have a claim to fame?
I used to do a lot of security work at big music festivals such as
Glastonbury and Reading and have been on stage with most of
the great and the good in the music business and once found
myself drinking champagne with Shirley Bassey, who was in her
dressing gown, alone in her dressing room. I also scored on my
debut for Cheltenham Town FC!
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In every issue
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News: Movers and shakers in the pool sector
in our topical news section...

15

Marketplace: Your fast track route to
flagship products and services for the
swimming pool sector…
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Residential Pool Scene: Including an
outstanding pool installation from the team
at New Dawn Pools...
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counter current
systems
Swimming Pool Scene POOL CLASSIFIED
+

+
+

Algicide

The unique HydroStar has been created using high-quality,
maintenance-free and watertight turbine technology to
replicate the most natural swimming experience

= 160m Systems
Counter Current
3

• No water or hydraulic plumbing
• Digital + remote speed control
• Recess installation for new builds
• Drop in retrofit systems available
• Low energy silent operation

Mineral Supplies
International Ltd
TEL 01825 790524
EMAIL sales@mineralsi.com
WEB www.mineralsi.com
WEB www.zeoclere.com

= 320m3

HydroStar by Binder
TEL +(49) 05151 - 96266-0
FAX +(49) 05151 - 96266-49
Counter-current unit
EMAIL info@binder24.com
Now available exclusively in the UK from Ocea UK
WEB www.hydrostar-binder.de/en
Tel. 01993 707910

Commercial Pools
Expert since 1928

+

Professional
Water Treatment

for Commercial Swimming Pools

See it in action on youtube

Disabled Pool Access
Suntrap Systems
TEL 0121 428 1155
FAX 0121 428 1166
EMAIL sales@suntrap-systems.co.uk
WEB www.suntrap-systems.co.uk

Diving Boards & Blocks
One of the world’s leading brands of
dry chlorine, backed by our dedicated
Technical Support team.

t: 01977 714100
e: watersales@lonza.com

www.hth.co.uk

JAK Water Systems
TEL 01789 333 313
EMAIL sales@jakwater.co.uk
WEB www.jakwater.co.uk

Commercial Pool Covers

Drainage Solutions
Pasdrainage
TEL 0115 9894167
EMAIL sales@polyadvisory.com
WEB www.polyadvisory.com

Filter Media

LOOKING FOR COVER
& REEL SYSTEMS?
LOOK NO FURTHER.
01424 857743
www.plasticapools.net

Commercial Swimming
Pool Engineers
HYDROSPEC SWIMMING POOL ENGINEERS
•
•
•
•

Poly Advisory Ltd
TEL 0115 9894167
EMAIL sales@polyadvisory.com
WEB www.polyadvisory.com

Design and build contracts
Refurbishments and hydrotherapy pool specialists
Service and maintenance contracts
Contractors to public sectors, hotels and schools

Mineral Supplies
International Ltd
TEL 01825 790524
EMAIL sales@mineralsi.com
WEB www.mineralsi.com
WEB www.zeoclere.com

Filtration Equipment
Barr + Wray
TEL 0141 882 9991
EMAIL sales@barrandwray.com
WEB www.barrandwray.com

Tel: 01277 225416
Email: info@hydrospec.co.uk
www.hydrospec.co.uk

Wearside Civil Engineering
TEL 01915 865 002
FAX 01915 865 001
EMAIL info@a19poolsandspas.co.uk
WEB www.a19poolsandspas.co.uk
66

Flocculant
Mineral Supplies
International Ltd
TEL 01825 790524
EMAIL sales@mineralsi.com
WEB www.mineralsi.com
WEB www.zeoclere.com
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Indoor Swimming Pools
A19 Pools & Spas
TEL 01915 865 002
FAX 01915 865 001
EMAIL info@a19poolsandspas.co.uk
WEB www.a19poolsandspas.co.uk
Buckingham Swimming Pools Ltd
TEL 01926 852351 FAX 01926 512387
EMAIL info@buckinghampools.com
WEB www.buckinghampools.com BUCKINGHAM
SWIMMING • POOLS • LIMITED

Moving Floors

Pool Lining
LOOKING FOR A
DURABLE ON-SITE
POOL LINING SOLUTION?

EXTREME

TM

pool lining system

01424 857743
www.plasticapools.net

Pool Maintenance
Buckingham Swimming Pools Ltd
TEL 01926 852351 FAX 01926 512387
EMAIL info@buckinghampools.com
WEB www.buckinghampools.com BUCKINGHAM
SWIMMING • POOLS • LIMITED

Suntrap Systems
TEL 0121 428 1155
FAX 0121 428 1166
EMAIL sales@suntrap-systems.co.uk
WEB www.suntrap-systems.co.uk
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Pool Construction
A19 Pools & Spas
TEL 01915 865 002
FAX 01915 865 001
EMAIL info@a19poolsandspas.co.uk
WEB www.a19poolsandspas.co.uk
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Buckingham Swimming Pools Ltd
TEL 01926 852351 FAX 01926 512387
EMAIL info@buckinghampools.com
WEB www.buckinghampools.com BUCKINGHAM
SWIMMING • POOLS • LIMITED

Pool Covers
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To book your space in
Swimming Pool Scene Classified

Telephone: 01353 666663
Pool Refurbishment
Buckingham Swimming Pools Ltd
TEL 01926 852351 FAX 01926 512387
EMAIL info@buckinghampools.com
WEB www.buckinghampools.com BUCKINGHAM
SWIMMING • POOLS • LIMITED

To book your space in
Swimming Pool Scene Classified

Telephone: 01353 666663

Poly Advisory Ltd
TEL 0115 9894167
EMAIL sales@polyadvisory.com
WEB www.polyadvisory.com
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Pool Shell Construction

Profile Raising

• Swimming pool shells to
BS EN 1992-1-1 as standard
& BS EN 1992-3:2006 (Caltite)
• Structural design calculations
for all shells
• Full CAD drawing backup
& Service

Unit 20 AK Business Park
Russell Road, Southport
PR9 7SA

• Part L compliant insulation

T 01704 333 120
E info@sprayed-concrete.co.uk
Call, fax or email all your pool
shell quotation enquiries for a
quick & competitive response

• Part L calculations for all
indoor shells on request
• Full PI insurance for the
design & construction
• 10 year guarantee
• Professional & discreet
personnel & vehicles

Pools Fibreglass/Ceramic
Sunquest Pools Ltd
TEL 01296 695975
EMAIL info@sunquestpools.co.uk
WEB www.sunquestpools.co.uk

Safety Flooring
Poly Advisory Ltd
TEL 0115 9894167
EMAIL sales@polyadvisory.com
WEB www.polyadvisory.com

Pressure Testing &
Leak Detection Equipment
Unipools Group
TEL 020 8959 8686
FAX 020 8959 2037
EMAIL info@unipools.com
WEB www.unipools.com

To book your space in
Swimming Pool Classified

Telephone: 01353 666663

To book your space in
Swimming Pool Scene Classified

Shotcrete Shell Construction
• Swimming pool shells to
BS EN 1992-1-1 as standard
& BS EN 1992-3:2006 (Caltite)

Telephone: 01353 666663
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• Full CAD drawing backup
& Service
• Part L compliant insulation
• Part L calculations for all
indoor shells on request
• Full PI insurance for the
design & construction
• 10 year guarantee
• Professional & discreet
personnel & vehicles

Slide & Flume Repair

UK

Automatic

68

Unit 20 AK Business Park
Russell Road, Southport
PR9 7SA

Call, fax or email all your pool
shell quotation enquiries for a
quick & competitive response

Glowin

OFFICIAL
THE UK’S

• Structural design calculations
for all shells

FRESH
STROKES
Public
Pools

WINTER
WONDER
Home
Pools

Poly Advisory Ltd
TEL 0115 9894167
EMAIL sales@polyadvisory.com
WEB www.polyadvisory.com
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Sprayed Concrete Services

Swimming Pool Overflow Grating
Poly Advisory Ltd
TEL 0115 989 4167
EMAIL sales@polyadvisory.com
WEB www.polyadvisory.com

Swimsuit Dryer
Suntrap Systems
TEL 0121 428 1155
FAX 0121 428 1166
EMAIL sales@suntrap-systems.co.uk
WEB www.suntrap-systems.co.uk

Sprayed Concrete Services

Water Play
Imaginative aquatic play schemes
Water Journeys

Spraypoint

Splashpads
Poolplay
Concept Design Supply Build Maintain
ustigatewaterplay.co.uk
sales@ustigate.co.uk

Water Play

Stretch Ceiling Vapour Barrier
• Complete vapour barrier
• 12 year guarantee
• Maintenance free

• Available in over 250
different colours and
finishes

t +44 (0)1276 681000
f +44 (0)1276 406900 e sales@stretchceilings.co.uk

www.stretchceilings.co.uk

01322 424445

Flume Slides

T: +44 (0) 1752 771740
E: sales@hippoleisure.com
W: www.hippoleisure.com

To book your space in
Swimming Pool Scene Classified

Telephone: 01353 666663
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Swimming Pool Design
Aqua Platinum
Projects
TEL 01489 896438
EMAIL enquiries@aquaplatinumprojects.co.uk
WEB www.aquaplatinumprojects.co.uk
Guncast Swimming
Pools Ltd
TEL 01798 343221 FAX 01798 342341
EMAIL info@guncast.com
WEB www.guncast.com
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+ Same Day Shipping from
our UK Distribution Facility

}

alison@leisureconcepts.com

102_107_2_7_HTS_oct2018.indd 2

}

leisureconcepts.com

}

+44 7843 931978 Tel
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Why Leisure Concepts is the
World Leader in Spa Accessories
All products are Manufactured in the USA and
available for Same Day Shipping from our UK
Distribution facility or our USA facility
Widest Selection of Stylish Products
One Stop Accessory Source
Superior Quality and Durability
Lifetime Dealer Warranty

Choose from a full line of high quality spa accessories
Cover Lifts | Steps | Safety Rails | Umbrellas | Convenience Products | Smartop Spa Covers

The New Standard in Spa Covers

Leisure Concepts feels it is extremely important to give worldwide green eﬀorts a lift by being environmentally sensitive any way
we can. We do our part by reusing plastic waste byproducts and using only eco-friendly liquids during production. Leisure Concepts
products are proudly manufactured in the USA in Spokane, WA.
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QUALITY OR QUANTITY?

WITH COAST SPAS YOU DON’T NEED TO COMPROMISE
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Coast Spas; one of the leading manufactures of the
hot tubs in the world are actively seeking new dealers
across the UK, and you could be one of them
Are you looking for a unique product which stands higher than the rest? Where you
do not have to choose between quality and quantity? It can be a struggle to compete
with the online sales of the giant vendors within the hot tub industry.
Particularly if your brand
or product isn’t diverse
We will continue the proud Coast Spa
enough to differentiate
tradition of producing premier spa
from the competition.
solutions, driven by innovation and
Coast Spas are repeatedly
fuelled with a passion for all of us to
amongst in the world’s
reach our goals and be our absolute
best hot tub brands year
after year, as the industry
best.
continues to grow.

“

So why Coast?

- Don Elkington
CEO and Owner of Coast Spas

”

Coast Spas aren’t the
best because we sell them.
We sell them because
they are the best.
Quality is not something
Coast are willing to
Do you want to sell the World’s Best
compromise on, and this is
Built Spas?® And the world’s only
why they are the World’s
Infinity Edge Spas?
Best Built Spas. Coast have
Coast are looking for reputable
also been awarded the
dealers worldwide. Here’s why you
highest internationally
should be one of them...
recognized quality standard
for manufacturing;
• Diverse product range (90+ models)
ISO 9001:2015 Certification.
• Unique and patented features
Coast Spas also have the
patented Hydro Cyclonic
• Highest quality (ISO 9001:2015)
Filtration System – the
• Reduced service costs
largest and most hygienic hot
through reliability
tub filtration system available.
• Creative media/marketing support
Coast Spas® has partnered
• Proven instore sales strategies
with Owens Corning® to
Deliver the Toughest and
10th December 2018, 1pm - 4:30pm
Most Durable Hot Tub Shells
Resorts World Birmingham, NEC,
Available. You may have also
Pendigo Way, Birmingham B40
noticed the huge trend over
the last few years that is
Infinity Edge pools; Coast Spas
have the World’s only infinity
edge hot tubs and swim spas.
This gives the user the best view possible, with zero water displacement.

?

E

We are expanding worldwide and we would like you to
consider the incredible opportunities that the Coast Spas brand
can bring to your business.
www.sellhottubs.co.uk
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Swimming Pool Scene COMMERCIAL PROJECT

Welcome
Hot Tub & Swim Spa Scene is brought to you by:
Editor: Christina Connor
Business Development: Beth Connor
Feature writers: Ashleigh Bissett,
Karen Cotton, Meg Fisher
Accounts: Adrian Frampton
Art Editor: Nicki Newman
Web Editor: Rebecca Connor
Subscriptions and Data Support: Olivia Connor
Hot Tub & Swim Spa Scene is published by
Waterland Media Ltd, Waterland House,
The Warren, Witchford, Ely, CB6 2HN
Tel. +44 (0)1353 666663
Fax +44 (0)1353 666664
www.poolandspascene.com
Neither Waterland Media Ltd nor
Hot Tub & Swim Spa Scene magazine accept
any liability for views expressed, pictures
used or claims made by advertisers.
LEGAL NOTICE: No part of this publication may
be reproduced without prior permission of the
copyright holder, Waterland Media Ltd.
While every effort has been made to ensure the
accuracy of the content printed in Hot Tub &
Swim Spa Scene, we welcome your comments,
suggestions, or complaints about errors that
warrant correction. Please email your feedback
to info@thewaterlandgroup.com

We are already working on the December and
February editions of Hot Tub and Swim
Spa Scene magazine.
Please ensure materials for consideration reach
us by the 1st of the month preceding publication.

We officially get the 2018 celebrations started on Monday December 10th in The Vox, part of
Birmingham’s NEC, as we compare notes on a see-saw year for the hot tub and swim spa industry.
The UK Pool & Spa Awards 2018 will look back on a season that was slow to start, with a delayed
spring. It was then given a huge boost by phenomenal
sales enquiries, triggered, more than partially, by the
hottest summer temperatures since records began.
High time for you to slide into your own hot tub and take
THE UK’S BIGGEST AN
the time out to soak up a bumper issue of Hot Tub and
D BEST READ
Swim Spa Scene packed with a tub load of good business
TOE
COAST TO
advice, ideas and inspiration.
DI
PPERS
COAST
Hot
Tub
Hire
Resting on no laurels, the forward-thinking business folk
UK Dealer Drive
will soak up an edition packed with ideas and see how
they can be woven into increasing sales potential for the
2019 season.
GOING
LIGHT BULB
Look out for information on a major dealer
FO
R
G
O
LD
MOMENT
UK Pool & Spa Awards
recruitment drive by the team backing the brand
Cost-Cutters
of Coast Spas. Don’t miss the ground-breaking
breakthrough that promises to cut hot tub heating
TROPICAL
BOOMING
PARADISE
costs by up to 70 per cent!
CLASSY
BUSINESS
Hot Tub
COMBO
Leisure
Scene
Swim Spa
Concepts
Be warned, the weather experts are predicting a
Scene
second consecutive harsh winter ahead. Perhaps
ABOVE:
it is time for that gazebo or garden building mail
Welcome to your super-sized October edition.
shot – not to mention towel warmers and bath
robe essentials. So perfect timing that we hear from
accessory kings, Leisure Concepts, with their UK expansion plans that will help you build your business in
both the short and long term.
See you soon!

Hot Tub&Swim Spa
poolandspas

cene.com
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Please contact us for a forward features
list or to discuss your ideas.
Email your news and print
quality images to:
info@thewaterlandgroup.com

CHRISTINA CONNOR
Editor

T I C K E T S N O W AVA I L A B L E

The Waterland Media team look forward to chatting with you at the industry’s biggest networking event of the year.
Tickets are sold on a first come, first served basis. To check on availability log on to www.ukpoolandspaawards.co.uk

Become our O-care dealer
Join our growing network and boost your customer experience
and turnover with great margin.

Swimming Pool Scene
Hot Tub
COMMERCIAL
& Swim Spa
PROJECT
Scene 7

Benefit from an array of customised tools to increase sales and
customer support, go to: www.o-care.com/uk/become-a-dealer
Quote O-Care Retailer: James Hallett

www.ukpoolandspaawards.co.uk

102_107_2_7_HTS_oct2018.indd 7

“O-Care offers a great experience for both us as a retailer and our customers.
Through auto-dispatch contracts we have an ongoing relationship with our
customer base which has secured regular repeat business and revenue.”
James Hallett / Owner Happy Hot Tubs (6 Showrooms in the South of England)
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Call today
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Great Name
Great Product
Serious about Hydrotherapy

Maybe it’s time for a change
Dealer Opportunities are Available

American Whirlpool
Part of Aqua Warehouse Group | 01245 477 400 | www.aquawarehousegroup.co.uk
Hot Tub & Swim Spa Scene 9
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New Spa and Hot Tub Business Advice
first, as domestic-style hot tubs – perhaps badly chosen or installed,
poorly maintained or wrongly used – can be lethal when they’re used
for business purposes.

ESSENTIAL ADVICE

ABOVE: A vital new series of books will be essential reading for everyone
involved in the supply of hot tubs and spas. Pic. The Hot Tub Factory
The Pool Water Advisory Group is set to launch the first of three
books on the delivery of spas and hot tubs in business.
The first publication, Hot Tubs In Business will be unveiled at
PWTAG’s forthcoming annual conference to be held on Tuesday
December, 4th at Drayton Manor in Staffordshire.
The other two books, set to be released later in the year, will be
about commercial spas and domestic spas.
PWTAG judged Hot Tubs in Business to be the one to get out

There have been a number of outbreaks, including fatalities, linked
to hot tubs in holiday park rental units, hotel bedrooms, holiday lets, on
hire and even on display.
The new book draws on the guidance in HSG282, but supplemented
by the expertise represented on this group – and presented in the clear
and definitive fashion that the many thousands of readers of PWTAG’s
Swimming Pool Water have appreciated over the years.
Anyone operating, or contemplating installing hot tubs as part of
a business activity will need this book if they want to be both safe and
up-to-date with the latest guidance.
Those paying to attend the annual conference will be given a copy
of this book. And the first presentation will be from one of its lead
authors. Another presentation will be from holiday park operator will
give an insider’s perspective on hot tub use.
Places at the conference will be limited, so early booking is advised.
You can watch for booking details on the PWTAG website.
PWTAG
Tel. 01827 219 648
www.pwtag.org.uk

French Date for Showstopping Hot Dub
Plastica’s Hot Dub will be making a splash in Lyon,
showcasing a range of products in action!
Built in a car in less than eight weeks, by Plastica’s
Project Manager Jody Perkin, the Hot-Dub features an
Argonaut Pump under the bonnet. The great working
spa will no doubt be a talking point at the French
show where Plastica will be exhibiting their range of
swimming pool liners, covers, reel systems, and their
UK manufactured Argonaut and AG swimming pool
pumps as well as Endurance bobbin-wound filters and
accessories.
Visit Plastica at Piscine Global Europe between 13
and 16 November on stand 5A46.
Plastica
Tel. 01424 857857
ABOVE: The Hot Dub is set to make a splash at the forthcoming Piscine Global Europe event.

10

www.plasticapools.net
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Become our O-care dealer
Hot Tub & Swim Spa Scene NEWS

Join our growing network and boost your customer experience
and turnover with great margin.

Benefit from an array of customised tools to increase sales and
customer support, go to: www.o-care.com/uk/become-a-dealer
Quote O-Care Retailer: James Hallett
“O-Care offers a great experience for both us as a retailer and our customers.
Through auto-dispatch contracts we have an ongoing relationship with our
customer base which has secured regular repeat business and revenue.”
James Hallett / Owner Happy Hot Tubs (6 Showrooms in the South of England)
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UK Awards Reflect Year Of Extremes

There has also been noticeably more entries than ever in the Hot Tub
Technician category, reflecting how businesses recognise the vital role
of front line staff.

SHOP WINDOW

ABOVE: Tickets are now on sale for the 2018 UK Pool and Spa Awards,
business networking evening at The Vox, Birmingham NEC on Monday
December 10th.
2018 has been a topsy-turvy year for the hot tub industry. What
started with heavy snow, frost and a delayed spring then transformed
into one of the hottest summers since records began.
A selling season of extremes is undoubtedly reflected in this year’s
UK Pool & Spa Awards which has again attracted strong entries in the
hot tub and swim spa categories again.
Nearly 100 companies from all aspects of the water leisure industry
have entered in this year’s UK Pool & Spa Awards.
Still a comparatively fledgling industry, hot tub retailers, as a
whole have continued to invest in improving business practice and
outstanding customer service. This is reflected in the competition this
year with more companies than ever showing the business confidence
to enter categories such as showroom and retailer of the year.

“The awards are an excellent shop window for an industry that
collectively and continuously raises the bar,” comments Christina
Connor, on behalf of the competition organisers, Waterland Media.
“One of the clear trends is the high-end value of hot tub and swim

www.ukpoolandspaawards.co.uk
ABOVE: Hot tub retailers and suppliers will gather at The Vox in December
to celebrate an outstanding year for the industry.

Spa Showroom Of The Year
The shortlisted businesses in the category of
Spa/Hot Tub Showroom Of The Year 2018*
include:
All Weather Leisure (Midlands)
All Seasons Living
Blue Whale Spa
Homewood Leisure
Hydropool (Portsmouth)
Marquise Spas
Merlin Pools & Spas
North Spas
Superior Spas
UK Leisure Living
ABOVE: Award Leisure was the runaway winner of the Showroom Of The Year title in 2017.

12

*Correct at time of going to print
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spa projects this year, both in terms of landscaping and construction
work, as well as the project budget.
“The industry continues to mature,” she adds. “With sustained
investment in business premises, product and customer experience.”
Entrants to the competition are competing for bronze, silver of gold
accreditation in about 30 categories covering the water leisure sector.
The overall winners are decided by public vote, judges’ votes and then
the results are scrutinised by an independent jury.
Some categories such as Spa Retailer of the year and Spa Technician
of the year are considered by the jury alone.
The presentation evening for the UK Pool & Spa Award will return,
by popular demand, to The Vox conference centre with Resorts World
at Birmingham’s NEC on Monday December 10th. As usual, the
evening will begin at 7pm with a business networking drinks reception,
sponsored by hth, Lonza UK.

The UK Pool & Spa Awards are possible thanks to the
generosity of our competition sponsors. You can meet them
and learn about their products and services at the UK Pool &
Spa Awards.

ABOVE: A former world champion, Mark Foster is a regular commentator
on our screens and inspires young swimmers through his academy.

HOTLY-CONTESTED
Guests will have the opportunity to meet with the companies involved
in sponsoring the awards – all helping to raise the profile of the
industry as a whole.
An informal buffet dinner will precede the hotly-contested prize
giving when finalists across the categories will be photographed with
the event’s special guest, champion swimming sprinter, Mark Foster,
a former world champion who won multiple medals in international
competition during his long career.

Become our O-care dealer

Usually a sell-out, you can log on to www.ukpoolandspaawards.co.uk

www.ukpoolandspaawards.co.uk
to check on late ticket availability or email the Waterland Media team
Join our growing network and boost your customer experience
and turnover with great margin.

at awards@thewaterlandgroup.com

HOT TUBS

Benefit from an array of customised tools to increase sales and
customer support, go to: www.o-care.com/uk/become-a-dealer
Quote O-Care Retailer: James Hallett
“O-Care offers a great experience for both us as a retailer and our customers.
Through auto-dispatch contracts we have an ongoing relationship with our
customer base which has secured regular repeat business and revenue.”

SWIM SPAS

James Hallett / Owner Happy Hot Tubs (6 Showrooms in the South of England)

ABOVE: Entries in this year’s UK Pool & Spa Awards demonstrate some
outstanding hot tub projects all over the UK and also overseas. Public voting
is open across a host of categories including hot tub projects until Monday
October 22. Log on to www.ukpoolandspaawards to cast your vote.

ABOVE: High ticket swim spas are believed to have reached their
strongest ever sales figures in a year which has seen the average cost of
purchases rise by 20 per cent across the board. Log on to www.ukpoolandspaawards to see the 2018 finalists and to choose a favourite.
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Leisure Concepts Flex UK Muscle

ABOVE: Leisure Concepts founder, Mike Genova believes the UK market is still under developed.
Leisure Concepts, the world’s leading supplier of accessories to the
spa and hot tub market has trebled its warehousing presence in
the UK with the unveiling of a 20,000 sq. ft. facility in Tewkesbury,
Gloucester.
A major investment in its British and mainland European dealers,
the new base will include a trade showroom with several hot tubs
displaying the comprehensive Leisure Concepts product range.
The fully stocked showroom will include merchandising displays,
promotional ideas and a spa-load of good advice such as ensuring
priority products are displayed at eye level. The company is also
retaining its existing 10,000 sq. ft. warehousing space.
“Basically, we outgrew our UK premises,” explains Leisure
Concepts President, Mike Genova. “I don’t know where all the hot
tubs are going on that little island, called Great Britain -- you sure
are selling a lot of them,” he quips.

“I had one simple notion in mind; that an innovative and quality
line of spa accessories would be a welcome addition to any dealer
showroom,” explains Mike.
“Nobody gives your customers more ways to enhance the spa
experience than Leisure Concepts. This allows not only the strictest
quality assurance, but also the most responsive inventory controls
and order fulfilment possible.”

SMART BRITS
Mike believes the UK market is too vulnerable to inferior Chinese
products. “The Brits are usually smarter than most, but some like the
Chinese product too much,” he declares. “That is part of the reason
why we are flexing our UK muscle, trying to teach the dealer about

LOCAL SUPPLY
“Our investment means our customers can run their business
more efficiently because we are bearing the cost of stock holding;
we have made it less expensive to buy Leisure Concepts because it is
right down the street.”
From spa retailing roots, Mike spotted the potential for spa and
hot tub accessories in 1994 when he founded Leisure Concepts. The
company’s products are still manufactured in a state-of-the-art
facility in Spokane, 18 miles from the Washington–Idaho border, and
228 miles east of Seattle.
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ABOVE: The new Leisure Concepts base will include a trade showroom.
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quality product and ultimately to protect the consumer from inferior
brands.”
By side-stepping distributors in the UK, Leisure Concepts are not
so much cutting out the middle man, rather they have becoming the
middle man, says Mike, at the same time, taking full control over the
way products and ultimately its brand is handled and perceived.
“We have learned, the best way to grow our business, our products,
and our brand is by doing it ourselves,” says Mike.
“The UK market is soaring yet it is still an immature market with
dealers still having a lot to learn about maximising sales potential,” he
continues.
”The Brits are on the same learning curve that the American market
went through,” he adds.
“We can also work more closely with our UK customers to support
and educate them and share our experience.”

LEARNING CURVE
In particular, Mike believes UK dealers are not maximising the
upselling potential at the point of sale. He points out: “The consumer
is far less likely to spend after a year or two compared with at the time
of sale.
“The new sale is when they are excited, with the psychological
emotion of a new purchase; this is when they are more susceptible to
spending additional money.”
Viewed as a necessity rather than an accessory, steps and cover
lifters remain Leisure Concepts’ biggest movers offering the biggest
range of sizes, prize points and functionality on the market, Mike
points out. While steps and cover lifters are viewed as an essential
add-on sale, Mike firmly believes other products, particularly safety
hand rails should also be viewed as a standard buy at time of
purchase.
“If it is one thing that makes me scratch my head, it is safety,
hand rails,” he explains. “We are putting people three feet in the air,

ABOVE: Safety hand rails should be viewed as a standard buy at time of purchase.

ABOVE: The best time to sell accessories is at the time of purchase.
sometimes with a bottle of wine and potentially slippery steps – of
course hand rails should be viewed as a necessity.”
Mike emphasises: “If you are selling 100 hot tubs a year then you
can add 70% extra to that profit with add-on sales, which cost you
very little other than asking the consumer to consider it.
“In the same way McDonald’s staff will ask you if you want to
super-size, or add an apple pie; we need to be upselling our business,”
he advises.
“Avoid lost opportunities,” he concludes. “Don’t be lazy mentally
or physically and work each consumer heavily on the front end to be
spending more money with you…and I bet some of them will.”
Leisure Concepts
Direct USA: 805-214-1106 Mobile UK: 07843 931 978
www.leisureconcepts.com

ABOVE: The Smart Cover is a Leisure Concepts top seller.
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TROPICAL
PARADISE
Keen runners, the brief to Sapphire Leisure was to transform
this customer’s garden into a relaxing, tropical paradise.
The Sapphire team delivered with a silver pearl Jacuzzi
J-480 with a teak cabinet, which blended beautifully with
the newly decked area and cedar pavilion.
“We gave the couple complimentary tickets to the
Malvern Show so they could see a larger variety of hot tubs
and also find further inspiration for their tropical paradise,”
explains Sapphire’s Lisa Ruggles.
“The couple didn’t provide us with a budget. They wanted
to make sure the hot tub was right for their needs,”she said.
The team helped organise the crane delivery to place the
hot tub into the garden.

16

“It has been a delight to work with them to see their
tropical paradise evolve. The finished project is stunning
during the day time and at night.,” says Lisa. “I think it’s
totally inspirational.”
JACUZZI APPEAL
Sapphire Leisure was established in Bicester in 2004 and
became Jacuzzi dealers in 2011.
Lisa says: “Features such as ClearRay water management
and the patented PowerPro jets mean that the higher initial
Jaccuzi cost is a worthwhile investment for our customers. “
Their offer of 0% finance also makes their range accessible
to customers,” she adds.
Sapphire Leisure now operate showrooms in Oxfordshire,
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PROJECT
PROFILE
Hot Tub:
The J-480 is a 6 person hot
tub with an innovative design
which, with its curved and
asymmetrical lines present a
fresh spa silhouette unlike
any other.
Dimensions:
239 x 239 x 112
Jets: PowerPro
Extra Features:
Status Indicator Light.
ProTouch™ Control.
Distinct High Back Design.

Gloucestershire, Kent and the West Midlands exclusively
selling the Jacuzzi range of hot tubs. We pride ourselves in
our ability to offer a high level of service to our customers
both at the time of installation and during the time of
ownership.
The company offers service and maintenance for Jacuzzi
hot tubs, Olympic Spas and Sapphire Spas in all of the
areas that they cover.

Sapphire Leisure
Telephone: 01869 327 698
www.sapphireleisure.com
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CLASSY
COMBINATION
A discerning couple, in their mid-thirties, had a very classy
and traditional house. Clearly they had impeccable, chic
taste for the finer things in life.
They wanted a functional, classy swim spa that the whole
family can use to swim properly in.
They wanted a good performance swim spa with excellent
filtration and cleaning so it was easy to keep clean as they
are always busy.
The view from the house was very important to them and
the finished aesthetic was important.
They turned to the team from The Hot Tub and Swim Spa
Company for their wish of a swim spa to be sympathetically
landscaped and decking into their garden to extend their
alfresco living, and to enhance their lifestyle.

18

The decking was carefully chosen to coordinate well with
the shell colour of the spa, as did the hot tub cover colour.
“ The performance of the swim spa is unquestionable and
the clients love it,” comments managing director, Christina
Mantoura Clarke. “Designed as an all-year-round use swim
spa, the decking really finishes it off beautifully and it is
close to the house so the clients will use it.”
As a family-run business with over 60 years combined
experience in the industry, the Hot Tub and Swim Spa
Company is a multiple award-winning company.
The Hot Tub and Swim Spa Company
Telephone: 0208 300403
www.thehottubandswimspacompany.com
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PROJECT
PROFILE
Hydropool Swim Spa
Plus Decking
24/7 Self-Cleaning System
100% Turnover
in 40 Minutes
Heating:
2 X 3Kw Heaters
Budget:
£25,000 Plus Decking
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Toe Dippers

Karen Cotton soaks up the potential of hot tub hire…
ABOVE: Lay-Z-Spas are quick to set up and pack away into a box.

With interest in hot tubs at an all-high, it is important to realise
that not everyone’s in a position where they can splash out
thousands on one… at least not from the outset.
After all, hot tubs are a big investment. If it were a car, you
would have had – at very least – the option of a test drive.
Thanks to the latest generation of inflatable hot tubs, it’s
now possible to give owners that opportunity to experience the
benefits of ownership, if only for a short period.

BIG REWARDS
Offering a hire facility can unlock big rewards for the
companies involved, too, acting as a real promotional vehicle
that opens the door to larger purchases…
To understand this better, we chatted with a few companies
who have benefitted.

ABOVE: Easily movable spas like the Rotospa are the obvious choice for hot tub hire parties.
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Barnsley Hot Tubs founder Shaun Pickles first dipped his toe
into the hot tub market back in 2014. Identifying a high level
of interest in hot tub hire and a lack of competition, he began
hiring out inflatables in the Barnsley area.
By using social media cleverly – including tie-ins with local
radio – word quickly spread about his company. Now, Barnsley
Hot Tubs has more than 15,000 Facebook followers.
Just two years after starting, Shaun made the decision to
enter retail. He explains: “More and more customers were
looking to purchase their own hot tubs, so it made sense to
respond to that need.

INCREASED SALES
“We worked with a couple of brands before eventually
settling on Marquis Spas.
“As interest in the retail side increased, it became clear that
the hire side was getting more and more time-consuming. I
could easily spend all weekend just setting up and taking down.
“My biggest concern was ensuring water quality so that
water is always clean and hygienic. This became an even bigger
issue when we began seeing new companies enter the local
market, often with little experience in chemical treatments.”
As the sales side of the business grew stronger, Shaun made
the decision to focus solely on retail and the business has gone
from strength to strength since.
Bury-based Marquise Spas was born after Kath Garnett
decided to hire a hot tub one weekend for her husband Stu
seven years ago.
“When it arrived, the company simply put it on a plastic sheet
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and left,” she recalls.” That evening, we thought, ‘you know, we
could do this miles better than that.’”
“The following week, we went out and bought three which
were on hire just days later – complete with gazebos for a more
enjoyable experience.
“It wasn’t long before word of mouth spread about the
service we were offering and we quickly had 20 on the go.”
With more and more customers keen to enjoy their hot tubs
all-year round, Marquise made the first inroads into retail in
2014.

PROMINENT ROLE
Spa sales play a more prominent role in the business
nowadays. Earlier this year, Kath and Stu opened up their first
showroom, near Bury, earlier this year. Marquise Spas is an
authorised dealer for Elite Spas and a supplier of the Aspen, Alps
and Zen Spa ranges.
While the company still hires out hot tubs, it has been scaled
down due to time limitations.
“We hold between 10 and 15 MSpa inflatables in stock, but
only have six on hire at any given time. This allows us to give the
time and attention to those hiring and we’ve found hot tub hire
to be an effective seeding tool for ‘proper’ hot tub ownership.”
“While some customers opt to purchase outright after hiring,
some prefer a longer-term hire period to see just how much
use they’d get from it as a bit of a final test before purchasing
outright.”
While many hire out equipment for the holidays and events,
at Marquise Spas, birthday parties are a popular choice.

ABOVE: Hot tub hire was a way into full retail sales for the Marquise spas team.

“However the kids can treat tubs like paddling pools… and
that affects the safety of your water,” warns Kath. “That’s why
we advise our hirers to keep fresh water next to the steps at
all times and to encourage the young ones to wash their feet
before entering.”
At 36 to 38 degrees, water can be a breeding ground for
harmful bacteria that can cause rashes and make users ill.
Make sure you always have the knowledge and skills

ABOVE: Lay-Z-Spa has recently launched the highly portable, affordable and durable Helsinki model.
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Don’t accept an average hot tub when you
can buy an exceptional one from Riptide

At Riptide, we don’t
make average spas, we
build exceptional ones,
incorporating only the
very best components and
highest quality materials.
Riptide Spas feature quality
components by Gecko, Lucite,
Aristech, Wakker Silicon and LX
Pumps. The beautiful Lucite and
Aristech shells on our spas have a
consistent thickness of 10mm and
totally leak free.
Ozone generators are corona
discharge with a mixing chamber.
Only the highest quality jets,
suctions, Eva pillows and
synthetic Wood FX cabinets are
used in production.

For the ultimate
in energy efficiency,
closed cell foam
insulation is sprayed
in and around the spa
cabinet.
For music lovers, Riptide
Spas feature the quality Gecko
in.stream bluetooth audio system
with transducer, speakers and
subwoofer.
Sturdy spa frames are constructed
from either recycled plastic, timber
or 2mm thick, 40mm x 20mm box
section galvanised steel.

If you are interested in becoming a Riptide dealer please email
chelmsford@hottubbarn.co.uk or call us on 01245 265 036.

Heritage Range

22

Prestige Range

Urban Lite Range

With lower
production and
shipping costs,
Riptide Spas offer a
distinct price advantage
over other spa brands,
without compromising quality.
Become a Riptide dealer and sell a
quality product, offering total peace of
mind and earning your business both
a healthy profit and a good reputation.
Exclusive territories are available in
selected areas - contact us today.

Fitness, relaxation
and fun, all in one
www.riptidepools.co.uk

Pools Range

Starlight Range
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necessary to keep water clean and hygienic … and the
confidence to share that with each hire customer.
Kath Garnett of takes this even further. She explains: “You
need to ensure your customers are aware of issues relating to
chemicals. After you train them, do make sure you get them to
sign a document confirming their understanding.”
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Lay-Z-Spa is the world’s first premium, inflatable hot tub
and UK’s bestselling hot tub brand. With a decade of advanced
engineering innovations and experience, we have the most
trusted, innovative range of premium inflatable hot tubs in the
world.
Bringing together affordability and portability, it’s no wonder
that Lay-Z-Spa is a top choice for hot tub hire companies.
Marketing Manager Tom Ellyat explains: “There does
seem to be opportunity in this area, but it is not easy to
scale. Opportunities seem to be fairly localised. It is probably
better suited to bouncy castle and kids’ party businesses over
traditional hot tub retailers.”
He continues: “Unlike many hard shell tubs, Lay-Z-Spas
are quick to set up and pack away into a box, can fit through
doorways without the need to be craned in and out of the
garden. They are relatively low weight to carry, easy to clean
after hire, fairly simple to repair and there is an abundance of
spare parts available.
“Another benefit is that as a well-known consumer brand, hot
tub hire customers recognise the brand of hot tub that they are
hiring and are therefore more willing to part with their money.
And, often, consumers are hiring to try before they buy.”
Tom confirms his two stand-out choices for customers:
the brand-new Helsinki Airjet and the classic Monaco Airject.
11243 HSG282
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and other infectious
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COVER v1_0.indd
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ABOVE: Lay-Z-Spa backed up their product with an impressive television campaign.
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Working safely protects you, your
business and your customers, too. Lay-Z Spa advise anyone
currently involved in or looking to enter the hot tub hire market to:
• Ensure adequate insurance cover
• Be well-educated on chemical maintenance for hot tubs
• Take a certified course.
• Make sure risk assessments are carried out
• Have a laminated checklist for each hot tub customer
advising them of things to aware of and the tub’s basic
operating instructions.
Anyone new to the industry should familiarise themselves
with The control of legionella and other infectious agents in
spa-pool systems (HSG282). Available for free download from
www.hse.gov.uk, the booklet offers best practice health and
safety guidance on water safety across a range of systems –
including portable spas.
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ABOVE: Hire customers like to try before buying a permanent spa.

Both models have a high capacity seating up to 7 and 8 people
respectively and benefit from ultra-rigid and durable drop-stitch
construction, meaning it is perfect for regular party use.
Hot tub manufacturer RotoSpa UK currently supplies units
to more than 70 hire companies across the country, as well as
offering its own hire service through its sister company Sutton
Spas. RotoSpa UK produces a range of rotationally moulded
quality hot tubs which are robust, lightweight, run off standard
power and fit through most doorways, and are subsequently
recognised as one of the leading brands for hire purposes.

PRICE POINTS
Last year Sutton Spas carried out 230 Rotospa hires in the
West Midlands - a mixture of seven day, weekend and long term
hires. Typical price points can vary across regions, but Sutton
Spas charge around £199 for a weekend entry level package,
going up to £315 for a luxury package. A £50 deposit is payable
at the time of booking to secure the hire and then the remaining
balance is due a week before delivery.
In terms of lifespan, Sutton Spas replace their units on
an annual basis to allow them to achieve a strong second
hand value and to ensure they have a fleet of spas in tip-top
condition.
“We see a split between those who are booking for a social
gathering such as a birthday or hen do, those booking to
experience the relaxing benefits of tub use and those who want
to ‘try before they buy’,” comments Jason Smith, Sales Director
at RotoSpa UK
“Spas are big ticket items so it’s completely understandable
that the general public want to try a spa in the comfort of their
own garden before making an expensive purchase.”
Jason believes that the hire process is a vital tool in securing
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sales of hot tubs: “Of the 20 units Sutton Spas hired out over
Christmas and New Year we sold five of them.
“Likewise, one of RotoSpa’s most successful customers is
selling to approximately one in ten of their hire bookings.”

COMPANY
CONTACTS
BARNSLEY HOT TUBS
TEL. 01226 824463
WWW.BARNSLEYHOTTUBS.CO.UK
LAY-Z-SPA
TEL. 01626 835400
WWW.LAY-Z-SPA.CO.UK
MARQUISE SPAS
0161 764 4880
WWW.MARQUISESPAS.CO.UK
ROTOSPA UK
TEL. 01213 543428
WWW.ROTOSPA.CO.UK
SUTTON POOLS & SPAS
TEL. 01213 544420
WWW.SUTTONSPAS.CO.UK
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PEACE OF MIND
At last a filter CARTRIDGE that takes you back to the simple joy of your POOL

The water in your pool or hot tub is only as clean as the filter you use. At Pleatco we’re focused on bringing great new products and
technologies to the market that truly provide the cleanest water filtration possible for the health, safety and happiness of every
pool and spa owner. All Pleatco cartridges are a complete filtration system based around our Free Flow Core technology which
keeps your water crystal clear and reduces energy consumption. No other brand matches Pleatco’s performance. We pride
ourselves on quality, service and innovation. We stand by our 100% customer satisfaction guarantee. Don’t risk your health and
wellness by using an inferior filter cartridge. Demand quality - replace with Pleatco Filter Cartridges.

Healthier. Easier. Happier.

PLEATCO-EUROPE.com
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Lightbulb Moment
Cutting hot tub heating costs by up to 70 per cent…
ABOVE: The Climacube guarantees to cut hot tub energy costs by 70 to 80 percent.

What Trevor Baylis was to the wind-up radio, so is Climacube
creator, Stuart Mulcahy, for the holiday hot tub sector.
Having over 20 years’ experience in the hot tub industry,
Stuart dipped a toe into the holiday park market some five years
ago and began searching for a product that would both solve
problems and cut running costs.
The lightbulb moment came with a variation on proven heat
pump technology that is now backed by a worldwide patent.
Much more than a heat pump, significant techniques include
the way air is brought into the unit and distributed via a
compressor.
Supplied with the appropriate European wide accreditations,
the UK designed Climacube is in full production and is supplied
and serviced nationwide.
The ground-breaking new state-of-the-art heating
technology is generating a wave of reaction across the hot tub
sector, but particularly in the holiday let sector.
Heating at seven to eight degrees per hour, the Climacube
will heat hot tubs in around 4-5 hours from cold with a
consumption of only 1KW per/hour offering a COP of over
3.5 in minus temperatures. Cutting energy costs by 70 per
cent with a technology that can also be applied to provide hot
water and heating -- it is no wonder the holiday let market are
queuing to get on board.
Available as a stand-alone unit, the ClimaCube can be
retro-fitted to all makes of hot tubs. It is also available as a preinstalled feature in a bespoke range of hot tubs by ClimaCube’s
creator, Park Leisure Solutions.
26

Launched at the start of the 2018 season; good news travels
fast. Forward thinking companies like Parkdean Resorts were
amongst the first to snap up the new technology that already

ABOVE: Manufactured on mainland Europe, the Climacube offers all the
standard European accreditations.
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features on over 70 hot tubs at holiday parks in Poole, Norwich
and Skegness. Based on a thermo-dynamic patented technology,
working off a 13 amp supply, the all-singing, all-dancing
Climacube is a refrigerant-based product.
In essence, it is the next step for heat pumps – heaven-sent
for parks who can cut their reliability on piped or bottle gas
supply lines and switch to reliable off-grid sources.
“I had worked in the industry long enough to understand
the problems facing holiday lets with hot tubs,” says Stuart. “The
solution, to supply quality built, energy-efficient, commercial
hot tubs that customers can rely on,” says Stuart.
“So many holiday park operators have been sold domestic
tubs or modified tubs that are not easy to maintain, have
domestic spa covers and present a serious amount of problems
when it comes to customer care,” he adds.

WORLDWIDE PATENT
“This is very new and different way of heating that has been
developed over three years with tests and proto-types in the
factory and on site,” explains Stuart.
“It would be very easy to say, I will buy that heat pump and
see if I can adapt it,” he says. “Rather than do that, we have
started from scratch to ensure the system draws minimum
current but produces maximum results.”
Developments are already in the pipeline to offer remote
control and apps to refine monitoring and diagnostics by the

2019 season. “Much more than heat pumps, this bespokedesigned system has been developed to specifically to speed
the heating of hot water in the tub while drawing only 1kw of
energy to put 7kw into the water,” says Stuart.
Offering their own nationwide team of hot tub installers and
offering training to both the hot tub and holiday park industries,
Park Leisure Solutions already has its system working on nearly
70 sites even though it is its launch year.
They are working with leading suppliers on the strategic
changeover of redundant hot tub stock, replacing them with the
super energy-efficient and time-strategic alternatives.
“Time after time, we are meeting with exasperated holiday
park operators who find themselves with hot tub issues not of
their making,” explains Stuart.
“All too often running with out-dated product, or domestic
units, trying to get as much rental income as possible out of
them before making changes.
“Often those tubs have been supplied with no back-up or
service,” Stuart adds, who warns that some operators are falling
out of love with holiday hot tubs an d a bucket-load of problems
and potential client complaints.
Stuart continues: “Having recognised the issues and
developed commercialy built, reliable solutions we are now
working with leading industry names, including Parkdean
Resorts, to re-invest in hot tubs.

ABOVE: Park Leisure Solutions spas and systems are now offered at nearly 70 holiday park sites around the UK.
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OWN RANGE SPAS

“For all the positives with encouraging bookings, we all
know the pitfalls with hot tubs with customers tampering with
controls, tearing covers that look terrible and do not insulate
properly,” emphasises Stuart. “We are offering the right product
that ticks all boxes,” he adds.

RESEARCH AND DESIGN
The Park Leisure Solutions team has worked with specialist
health and safety consultants to ensure their models not just
meet but exceed HSE hot tub guidelines. “There is so much
misinformation out there,” Stuart despairs. “We have carried out
extensive research, development and testing over three years
before launch.
“We can either adapt existing stock or simply supply
alternative stock.”
Stuart adds: “We can sell on the technology but the biggest
bonus is avoiding the complaints that accompany changeovers.”
As well as the positives it brings to holiday hot tubs, the
Climacube offers huge promise for the improvement in energy
efficiency of swim spas with impressive reduced running costs.
The technology is also available for swimming pools with scope
to link to hot water and heating systems for holiday lodgesand
caravans – all offered off the national gas grid.
ABOVE: A range of four hot tubs features the patented Climacube
technology.

Park Leisure Solutions
Tel. 01202 69 11 66
www.parkleisuresolutions.co.uk

Park Leisure Solutions has launched its own new
compact hot tub that features its patented Climacube
technology.
Made in Canada, the hot tub range is made up of
a five hand-picked models, specifically adapted for
holiday park market.
The hot tub range is supplied with a strong white
acrylic finish with luxurious silver and grey marbling,
polysteel cabinet with galvanised SureSteel Frame
plus layered ROXUL® Insulation and industry leading
warranties as standard.
Following requests for a full body lounger, coupled
with comfortable open seating for four adults, Park
Leisure Solutions now offer the new 202-PKS model to
customers.
Measuring 80” x 80” x 36” the new model seats
four people comfortably and offers 1108 litres
capacity. Available to order right now this hot tub
comes as standard in silver marble acrylic with a black
cabinet plus cover.
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ABOVE: Climacube creator Stuart Mulcahy has taken a fresh approach to
the holiday let hot tub market.
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High Quality North
American Hot Tubs 3 YEAR
5 YEAR

STRUCTURAL

WARRANTY

LAMINATION

WARRANTY
UK national supplier Park Leisure Solutions are experts in the wet leisure
industry and have over twenty years experience supplying, installing and
servicing their range of Hot Tubs, Swim Spas and innovative heating systems.

2 YEAR

COMPONENT

WARRANTY

Money Saving Climacube Heating System
Premium Specification Hot Tub Range
Service & Supply Nationwide

For further information call:

01202 69 11 66

UK Distributor for
BPR Approved Product

parkleisuresolutions.co.uk
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Lift the lid on extra profit!

Showroom opportunities are available
For further details contact Richard or Graham on 01245 477 400

www.covana.co.uk
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Covana
UK is part
of the Aqua
Hot Tub & Swim
Spa Scene
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Blistering Summer Triggers Sizzling Sales

ABOVE: A winning team, Neil Vaughn, left and Gareth Jones, right.

Thanks to a record-breaking summer, UK Leisure Living
expects to hit the 250 unit sales mark by the end of 2018.
It means the three-year-old business, which has showrooms
in Conwy and Cheshire, is on track to more than double turnover
from last year’s £750,000.
Gareth Jones, UK Leisure Living’s Managing Director, said the
summer heatwave had help drive additional growth, combined
with new sales from its range of composite decking. The summer
opening of the company’s second showroom at Gordale, one of

the North West’s biggest garden and
home centres, had also helped to
accelerate growth.
Gareth, who is the UK Pool &
Spa Awards reigning Spa Retailer
of The Year was named winner
of the Outstanding Entrepreneur
category at the 2018 Global Business
Excellence Awards, said: “We have
enjoyed consistently strong growth
throughout 2018, but the long, hot
summer definitely helped to bring
more customers through the doors
of our showrooms.
“Hot tubs are being featured
more and more on TV shows and
recent research suggests that 1 in
10 of us now owns a hot tub. It is now widely seen as something
all the family can enjoy – without the need to go abroad on
holiday.”
Selling three hot tub brands, HotSpring, Elite and its own River
range UK Leisure Living plans to create a further six roles across
sales, engineering and administration to meet the increased
demand, increasing the size of the team to 16. The company is
also investigating further showroom openings in other parts of
the North West and Midlands.

Raising Awareness For Good Causes
Hot Tubs Hampshire hosted a Charity
Day Festival recently in aid of Naomi
House Children’s Hospice and Young Lives
vs Cancer.
They host regular charity events at the
company’s Mount Folly Nurseries near
Fareham. This event featured live music,
arts, crafts, food and even included a beer
festival. The team also opened up the
showroom to invite families to test out
their tubs.
The event raised £2,500 raised to be
split evenly between Naomi House and
Jacks Place, and CLIC Sargent charities.

ABOVE: Hot Tubs Hampshire recently held a charity fundraising event.
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Coast Spas Launch UK Dealer Drive

ABOVE: Coast Spas is launching a major dealer recruitment drive in the UK.
One of the world’s leading brands, recognised for its product
excellence and outstanding professionalism, Coast Spas is
launching a major dealer recruitment drive in the UK.
Coast’s UK distributor, Award Leisure, will be leading the
charge, hosting a meet and greet event at Resort World, part
of Birmingham’s NEC complex in December to talk through
opportunities with prospective Coast retailers.
The day-time event is deliberately timed and located to coincide
with the UK Pool & Spa Awards that is held on the same site, on
Monday December 10th.
“We really want to be talking to existing retailers who may
be feeling their business is becoming a bit stale and sales levels
remaining static,” ponders Award Leisure’s Jessica Anthony.
“We want to work alongside dealers, introducing the multipoint Coast range, and showing them how they can take their spa

ABOVE: Award Leisure put on an impressive display at their Warwickshire show site.
32

retailing to the next level,” she adds.
Family-run, the Award Leisure team’s flagship store is based
off the busy A5 in Warwickshire; an expansive indoor and outdoor
display area with offices and meeting rooms, which scooped the
2017 title of UK Showroom Of The Year.

OUTDOOR DISPLAYS
More than 50 Coast hot tubs and swim spas are on display as well
as an exclusi ve range of outdoor enclosures, cabins and gazebos,
cedar saunas, BBQ huts and outdoor leisure products.
Visitors to the show site are likely to be offered a slice of pizza
cooked on one of the pizza ovens on display, washed down by a
glass of Prosecco from the ‘tiki’ style bar.
“We are all about selling the lifestyle not just jets in a box,”
explains Jessica. “Much more than just hot tubs, or swim spas, all
of our showrooms are about creating that emotional experience,

ABOVE: Award Leisure’s outstanding showroom of the year.
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completely transformed his business, modelled on the
Award Leisure footprint.
“You do not have to adopt the Award Leisure brand
to become a Coast dealer, but the retailers who have
come on board, are not looking back with sales up
generally by 20 per cent,” reveals Jessica.
“Award Leisure and Coast Spas has become quite an
exclusive club and we are very protective of our brand,”
says Jessica.
“We will not just set up dealerships for the sake of
it ten miles down the road, we want to ensure retailers
have the best potential to maximise their sales and the
opportunity for growth. Through unique generation we
drive people to visit our stores and have that ultimate
buying experience”
Award Leisure operates three unique lead
generation programs for its dealers who have protected
territories and offer outstanding marketing support.
ABOVE: Coast Spas is launching a major dealer recruitment drive in the UK.
The basic criteria is for dealers to display a minimum of
our selling concept is very different.
five spas, with no multi-branding, as the ISO certificated Coast Spas
range, covers price points from the entry level £4,500 to £45,000 for
Proud of their Which Trusted Trader status, Award Leisure founder,
the top-end swim spas.
Mark Anthony, has clocked up thousands of air miles sourcing quality
“We believe Award Leisure is unrivalled in the industry with a
product at sensible prices to add value to the spa sale.
lead generation system that offers the highest conversion rates,”
“We truly believe that we have one of the most exciting and
emphasises Jessica.
profitable business franchises available,” says Mark. “With over
“We are not just number crunching on spa sales, but doubling
30 years’ experience in the outdoor leisure industry, our turn-key
turnover and maximising profit while the industry continues to
strategy is 100% proven with our carefully chosen portfolio of
enjoy this upward curve,” she adds.
luxury products, unique selling features and year-on-year increasing
“We hope people will take time to have a confidential chat with
consumer demand, we have a ready-made recipe for your success.”
us,
in a non-pressured environment, to find out how Award Leisure
FRANCHISE BUSINESS
and Coast Spas can make a difference for their business.”
So successful is their spa sales footprint that Award Leisure
have franchised their business model establishing Award Leisure
Award Leisure/Coast Spas
dealerships in Birmingham, Essex and Wales with several more in the Tel. 07387 140283
pipeline. They include Adrian Lee formerly operating as Outdoor
www.awardleisurefranchise.co.uk
Heaven and now retailing as Award Leisure Cheshire, who has
www.sellhottubs.co.uk

ABOVE: Award Leisure will host a meet and greet event in December.

ABOVE: Not just selling a spa, the party-loving Award Leisure team, concentrate on lifestyle.
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Jolly Good News Cover Lifter Solutions
Leading water treatment supplier Mineral Supplies
International (MSI) has ventured in to the UK’s spa
market with the launch of its Jolly Gel Spa range.
Jolly Gel Spa (JGS) follows the huge success of Jolly Gel

flocculent for residential and commercial pools, both in
the UK and worldwide. The formulation of JGS has been
specifically engineered for spa applications. The gel cube
shape and dispensing pod is cleverly designed to ensure
an even distribution of the flocculent.
MSI
Tel. 01825 790 524
www.mineralsi.com

Heating Costs Slashed
Park Leisure Solutions launched their brand new
Climacube Hot Tub Heat System earlier this year.
Climacube
offers the very
latest energy
saving heat
technology,
dramatically
reducing
running costs,
increasing year
round Hot Tub
usage while
reducing your carbon footprint.
Customers are already benefiting with
installations producing significant reductions
in their energy bills. Unlike conventional heat
systems, Climacube will heat your Hot Tub in
around 4-5 hours from cold with a consumption
of only 1KW per/hour with a COP of over 3.5 in
minus temperatures.
Park Leisure Solutions
Tel. 01202 691166
www.parkleisuresolutions.co.uk/climacubeheating
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Most hot tubs are installed with some sort of
mechanism to help remove and store the cover. A lot
of companies have their own preference on the sort
of lifter they use but quite often the customer has a
requirement where a different lifter is needed.
For this reason Aqua Spa Supplies offer 11
different versions of cover lifters or brackets for
all shapes, sizes and manufacturers of hot tubs.
Whether you need a hydraulic version, one that puts
no screws into the cabinet or even one that does
obstruct a view, Aqua Spa Supplies has a lifter for you. From our own branded
Aqua Lift series to Cover Valet & Cover Caddy, all lifters are in stock and ready for
next day deliver.
There is no minimum order with Aqua Spa Supplies, so if you only require one
lifter, order one lifter. There is also special pricing on bulk orders.
Aqua Spa Supplies
Tel. 01245 477 400
www.aquaspasupplies.co.uk

Strength To Strength
Having a great product and being a progressive distributor has proved dividends for
Aqua Warehouse Group as the relationship with Canadian manufacturer Covana
goes from strength to strength.
“In a mere two years, we have gone from
a couple of dealers with a display Covana
to over forty across the UK, with more
coming on board every month”, says
Richard Hart of Aqua Warehouse Group.
“The one thing that dealers want is simple honest support and the knowledge that
there is back up when something goes wrong.”
The Covana works with most brands of hot tubs and is the perfect addition to a
showroom when you are trying to gain extra revenue and profit from your existing
floor space.
Aqua Warehouse Group
Tel: 01245 477400
www.aquawarehousegroup.co.uk

Maximising After Sales

The Relax Spa Water Treatment range has received some great responses from
our dealers, for its eye catching and contemporary
branding. Why not enhance your showroom and take
advantage of our Relax Spa Display offer.
You can present core water treatment products and
also optimise exposure of ‘impulse sales’ such as Aromatherapy Fragrances and Spa Jolly Gel. Simply place
an order and you will receive the stand complete with
products totalling a RRP of £1,400, for just £300 plus
VAT (a trade price of over £600). Don’t forget you can
always ask our water treatment experts to answer any
questions you have.
Plastica
Tel. 01424 857802
www.plasticapools.net
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Why settle for anything
less than superior?
Superior Spas have developed a range of hot tubs that deliver for you and
your family like never before. They bring people together, soothe their aches
and pains and deliver that touch of class to every home and family we
deliver to. Why would you settle for anything less than a Superior Spa?

ATLANTIC LOUNGE | 5 Person

PACIFIC LOUNGE 2110 x 2110 x 915mm | 5 Person

GULF FAMILY | 4 Person

ARCTIC FAMILY | 6 Person

For more information:
Call: 01246 559071
Email: sales@superiorspas.co.uk

www.superiorspas.co.uk
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SPA STARS:

Gregg Titmuss
Gregg is the industry’s original Spa
Doctor and provides practical and
technical support to both the trade
and the end-user.

How did you get involved in the
industry?

with manhandling through tight alleyways, flipping it and lifting

Originally I trained as an technical electrician and then onto an
Intruder alarm and CCTV engineer for the first 15 years, being
Operations Manager of my last post. Towards the end of this
employment I started to provide electrical supplies for a newly
started spa business close by and after a few small repairs on
their tubs got the tub bug and after jumping in with both feet
quit the post to start The Spa Doctor in 2005.

its final position without a scratch.

it over a wall into an extension of the house before it arrived at

How do you see the market evolving?
We happily fill in the void between unhappy owners and their
broken tubs, with the cheaper end market still providing many
poorly made and spas sold without the seller/dealer backing.
This is on top of the work we provide for our steadily increasing

Your current role?

contract service clients and our work for many of the dealers in

We provide a professional technical service to both private end
users through to commercial establishments and to dealers
around the country for who we also provide an all-round Tech
support role.

the UK.

Describe your typical working day?

was Lloyd Burden of Hydropool and Spaform when we met. Also

Who are your life heroes?
The one person who on top of others gave me a huge foot-up

An average day would be into the office first and last thing to
deal with any emails/messages that come in overnight – we get
many questions from our social network sites and aim to answer
these as soon as possible. After this, it’s out on the road. We
cover most of the UK and have fully stocked vans to cover most
eventualities – we aim to get jobs done in one visit to not only
limit a tub’s down time to also many problems can be detected
and diagnosed over the phone before a visit is required.

Jonathan Bunn for whom we work providing both repair and

What do you enjoy most about your job?

trains 6 days a week and so we spend many hours watching her

installations services.

What about quality time outside of
work?
Outside of work, it’s relaxing time and enjoy time in my own hot
tub and spending time away on the Yorkshire coast with family.
My step daughter is an Elite Platform and springboard Diver who

Having always been on the road dealing with new people and
problems. I love meeting new (and old) clients, hearing their
stories and repairing their tubs so they can enjoy their little
luxury corner of the garden. As most clients enjoy and like to
unwind in their tubs, I make that possible from simple service
visits, repairs, relocations, installations and sales.

train and compete across Europe!

Which project presented the biggest
challenge in your job?

can nearly burn you hand the pH has been that far out or the

One project that sticks in mind was a 17’ cedar cabinet swimspa
delivery we dealt with only last year. A team of 12 were involved
36

Anything else to add?
A proper tub and chemical handover should be a statutory
service not just a “you have to pay extra if you want it service”.
Too many times we have had to attend spas where the water
chlorine makes your eyes burn. Without this knowledge, the end
users are putting their families in danger. Not something, I would
want on my conscience.
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WEEK END 645L

WEEK END 536L

WEEK END 330L

Presenting the NEW WEEK END Spa Range

Great Specification, Great Dealer discounts.... Huge Opportunity!
For further information:
Please contact Anna at anna.pumfrey@scppool.com or call 01293 546126
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Social Media Hub: Hot Tubs and Swim Spas
OUR TOP POSTS

We bring you a selection of our favourite tweets and Facebook posts from the UK’s
Hot Tub & Swim Spa industry…

poolandspa.scene.1

We visited the Outdoor
Living Hot Tubs showroom

We shared a post on Park Leisure
Solution’s new climacube

GET SOCIAL
GET inSOCIAL
To get a mention
the Social Media hub,
don’t
forget
to follow
To get
a mention
in the@poolandspascene
Social Media Hub,
don’t forget to follow @poolandspascene on
Twitter
and find us on Facebook
poolandspa.scene.1
@poolandspa.scene.1
We
contentthat
that
Weshare
shareall
allof
ofour
our editorial
editorial content
appearsininthe
themagazine
magazine on
appears
onsocial
socialmedia.
media.
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OUR TOP TWEETS
@poolandspascene

Quality Benchmark for Coast Spas

Jolly Gel Spa
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MULTI-PURPOSE WOODEN

EXERCISE POOL
An affordable
solution for
small spaces

RCS LYON 380 552 976 - Document not contractually binding - Illustration: © elvistheagence.fr

01424 857802

01424 875858

The UK’s Leading Independent
Swimming Pool Manufacturer and Distributor

orders@plasticapools.net

Find
ind us on

www.plasticapools.net
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THE
POOL
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EUREXPO - LYON - FRANCE
In partnership with

CONTACT

Elise EECKEMAN
+44 20 8216 3100
elise@promosalons.co.uk
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